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Cover Model: Stephan Venter

Stephan was born in Johannesburg and grew up in

Rustenburg. The family spend most holidays on their

game farm in Vaalwater. “I’m very familiar with wild

life, nature and kakie, but gave it all up for disco

lights and sequins. “There’s something very disturbing

about guns and killing animals for fun”.

He studied Fine Arts and Drama in Pretoria and

started his career as an artist and performer in the

late nineties. Stephan took part in many art

exhibitions all over the country, performing in

theatres and festivals in every big city.

He soon realised the power of visual art and started

using it as a tool to express his inner world.

“I wish people could talk less and
show me who they are. Body
language, posture, mannerisms and
energy speak louder than words”.

Stephan started making headlines with his unique

style and personality as a cabaret performer,

intriguing audiences all over the country. “I’ve

always been drawn to the mysteries of life, the truth

behind the façade, the person behind the mask”.

His passion for music, fashion, art and beauty started

from a very young age. “I remember performing for

the farm animals, singing and dancing in my

grandmother’s high heels”.

His interest in fashion and beauty took shape as a

model for Smirnoff fashion week. He chooses to

express his versatile personality and skills in front and

behind the cameras. “it’s crucial to experience the

industry holistically so that I can truly understand the

science”.

His first television appearance was on a SABC

breakfast show in 2002. Stephan was involved in

many productions as a director, choreographer,

vocalist and actor. His big brake came in 2019 when

he featured in an episode of Heidi Hollywood as a

makeup artist for Via TV.

In 2020 Stephan made headlines on the new Casper

de Vries series 'Cas oppie Kassie' on KykNET called

“Let's Make Up”, currently on Showmax. “One big

brake is all you need to get the ball bouncing. The

rest is up to you. Keep the rhythm and be true to

yourself”.

“Success is all about hard work, focus, skill and

confidence. Keep your feet on the ground. You

need a strong will, knowledge to know what to do

next and a daring spirit.

If you make the wrong move, your career could be

over. It’s so exciting”. Reinvent yourself too keep

things interesting”.

In 2021 Stephan will feature in a new series called

'Artz' with his avant-garde makeup. He is also acting

a small role as a ghost in a new South African horror

movie due for release in 2021.

In 2020 Stephan has featured in a Momentum ad for

social media and signed a two year contract with

Blaze Models. He will soon be presenting a new series

called “Kat Koors” on a new Afrikaans channel

called NETafrikaans in 2021. He’s currently working on

a new dance track that will be released with a music

video at the end of 2021.

Stephan has a flamboyant and explosive personality.

The human canvas becomes his platform to express

fantasy, philosophy and his own theology. He is a

megaphone that intrigue and fascinate. Stephan is

as his art, a must see.

“The reason for my journey on earth is
to know myself, to love, to live and to
find inner equilibrium. Beauty is
personal. Inner peace will open all
the doors. Nothing else matters in the
bigger scheme of things. There’s
always a message in the subtext of
my creativity, if you know how to
read between the lines”.

Contact details:

Bookings at Blaze Models

Facebook: Stephan Venter Artist page and Makeup 

by Stephan Venter

Instagram: @stephanventer_artist

Make-up studio – Kryolan Potchefstroom

Contact: 0607980250

Mail: venter.stephan1@gmail.com
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ACE MODELS – JHB North
You’re So Golden! Cathy Heaton 



ACE MODELS - Polokwane
ACE Models Limpopo Central will open in 2021 with a new

Owner Wilhrisca Jardine. Wilhrisca has been in the Modelling

industry for over 23 years, and she is extremely excited to start

working with models in helping them become their dream.

• ACE Models Limpopo Central provides

• Model Management & Career Guidance

• Model Development

• Training in all aspects of the modelling industry

• Beauty Pageant Coaching

• One-on-One Training

• Grooming

• Self Confidence & Personal Development

• Photoshoots & Fashion Shows

Our weekly classes are based on our high standard ACE

Models Manual & Curriculum structure (Week 1 to 50) which

covers all aspects of modelling, fashion, and beauty industry.

Our ACE mission is to create professional models and

successful young individuals and teach girls and boys the

importance of self-care. At ACE Models, professionalism is of

great importance and thus all models at ACE Models learn

the importance of self-presentation, self-respect, and self-

confidence.

To join any of our Limpopo Central branches (Polokwane |

Louis Trichardt |Mokopane| Tzaneen) just WhatsApp your

Name, Surname & location to 0828321095 or send us an email

limpopocentral@acemodels.co.za. You can also follow us on

Facebook & Instagram @acemodelslimpopocentral or if you

want to join any of the ACE Models branches country wide

just visit www.acemodels.co.za and search for the nearest

one to you.

ACE Models – Become your dream

ACE MODELS – The Parks

Ace Models The Parks is a modelling academy,

established in September 2019. Our studio is situated

at The Practice (a health, wellness and performance

facility) in Linden, Johannesburg.

Ace Models is owned by Gretha Garnett, a Mrs South

Africa Top 10 2019 finalist and a current Mrs Africa

2022 finalist. She has a variety of experience in the

her personal and professional capacity. She is a

Biokineticist since 2006, Gretha Garnett Biokineticists

practice owner since 2007 and Co-Director of The

Practice since 2010.

She has been a blogger since 2018 (Beans&Bubbles),

Director of Ace Models The Parks since 2019, Owner

of Gretha Garnett – The Lady Coach since 2020,

Owner of Gretha Garnett Bespoke Media since 2020

and marketing specialist for Bettie Bandana (NPO).

She has partnered with Nompumelelo Sweli Maduna,

a Miss South Africa 2019 Top 5 Finalist. Nompumelelo

has a degree in Marketing Management, co-founder

of The Maduna Foundation (NPO) and she has been

previously employed by Rage Model Management.

Currently she is a professional banker at a financial

institution and partner of Ace Models The Parks since

2020.

Ace Models International have 25 franchises across

Africa. We have three dynamic women in charge of

Ace Models International; the CEO and founder

Joani Johnson with a successful modelling

background, Managing director and owner of

Bloemfontein is Anri Powell and our development

director is Cindy Nell-Roberts. Between the three

women, they share over 50 years experience with us

and our models.

Ace Models The Parks is a modelling academy and

not an agency. We educate and help young

individuals in becoming the best versions of

themselves and equipping them in reaching their

true potential and dreams of becoming successful

models. We teach everything about modelling a

person needs to know from types of modelling like

pageantry, runway, photographic, commercial as

well as life skills, public speaking, deportment and

finishing. We not just focusing on model but we

incorporate so many other aspects to equip our

models in becoming successful individuals.

There are no requirements to join our academy other

than the willingness to grow and develop.

Our academy work on a 12-month program from

January to December. Models attend one class per

week where we teach them all the theory as well as

the practical side of modelling. We provide 4

photoshoots, one per term for our models at no

additional cost and our models also qualify for a 25%

discount an all our additional courses and workshops

that are taking place throughout the year.

Our classes are:

Tuesdays

Tiny Tots (ages 3 – 6) at 14:00

Juniors (ages 7 – 13) at 15:00

Wednesdays

Seniors (ages 13 – 19) at 16:00

Thursdays

Seniors (ages 13 – 19) at 17:30

Last Saturday of every month – Female Adult class

from 9am – 1pm

The cost to join our academy:

Annual registration fee – R250

Monthly class fee – R499 (for one class per week)

Our course/workshop dates:

27 February – Ever wanted to be a model?

Introductory course (full day) @ R1250

20 March – Social Media Workshop (half day) @ R625

27 March – Catwalk/Runway Workshop (half day) @

R625

17 April – Makeup Practical Workshop (full day) @

R1250

24 April – Photography Workshop (full day) @ R1250

15 May – Fitness & Wellness Workshop (half day) @

R625

Our courses and workshops are open for anyone and

you don’t need to be a signed model with us. You

do however qualify for a 25% discount if you are an

Ace Models The Parks model.

Golden Goddess Shoot
Ace Models Johannesburg North Press Release

You’re So Golden!

ACE Models JHB North Adult Modeling and

Empowerment Workshop started the New Year with

some glitz and glam with their Golden Goddess

photo shoot in January. Organized by Director, Cathy

Heaton who also did all the stunning photography

and fabulous assistant, Megon Schutte.

ACE Models JHB North is setting the bar high when it

comes to modeling academies and empowering

their models to reach their true potential. The models

were transformed by some of SA’s top makeup artists

who created their version of a Golden Goddess using

gold leaf flakes sponsored by Kryolan South Africa.

When creative minds come together
magic happens. All COVID
precautions were taken and fun was
had by all.

Thank you to the following makeup artists who shared

their immense talent – Carla De Bouchet, Cuan

Kemp, Samantha Faasen, Cathy Heaton, Martie

Truter and Lindie Jordaan.

Gorgeous Models – Donay Madern, Faith Sibuye, Jo

Judnick Wilson, Madelaine Snyman, Marika

Opperman, Naledi Marincowitz, Rochelle James and

Tshidi Lesolang.

ACE Models JHB North Academy teaches models

from ages 4 and up. They run 5 classes a week and

Adult and Boys to Men Workshops monthly.

Ace Johannesburg North
Cathy Heaton 
082 601 3625 

jhbnorth@acemodels.co.za 
Facebook: Ace Models JHB North
Instagram @acemodels_jhbnorth
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Photographer Yolandi Robinson
My name is Yolandi Robinson, owner of Yotography.

Photography has been a passion of mine since a

young age. My first photoshoot was done on a

mobile slide phone but over the years have evolved

to become a DSLR camera. My style is very natural

and colourful as I enjoy capturing the beautiful

moments as they are.

I specialize in Portrait Photography, but am always

happy to assist with Lifestyle & Wedding

Photography. I enjoy what I do and like to have fun

while doing it!

In my daily life I work in the ICT industry in business

development and am currently studying towards my

Bachelor’s Degree.

I’m a good example of someone who is an extrovert

as I have been described as being loud, an ‘out-of-

the-box’ thinker and entertaining to watch behind

the camera.

My photography business name "Yotography" was

created by combining my name with photography.

My theory is that my clients and models are what

makes the beautiful pictures, I am just there to

capture it. My dream would be to be able to do

photography as a full time occupation. I am

currently based in the East Rand.

Facebook: Yotography

Instagram: @yotography.yr  

Email: yrobinson.photography@gmail.com





Photographer André du Toit

TRANSFORM SPECIAL MOMENTS INTO TANGABLE

MEMORIES

I was born in 1962 in Vereeniging, Gauteng, South

Africa. Photography have always been an inspiring

thing for me to do, but only started this dream in

2010. I would like to give acknowledgement to

certain people who played a big role in developing

my skills Inphotography, Sjoert Dovenga from Mardo

Foto’s/Video, Retha Fitchat, Elsje Vermeulen and

Ettienne van Rensburg from Mooi Vaal Media. Anja

Kotze from The Courier Newspaper and Angie Roos,

Michelle Jacobs, Daisy van Vuuren and Tanya du

Preez that gave me the confidence in dealing

individually with photo shoots. Then my wife that

allowed me to spend time in doing the thing that I

love, photography.

The question is, when did this dream became a

reality? Well, in 2010, I was a Hurdler Coach at

Hoërskool Vereeniging (Now Vereeniging

Gimnasium). I made motivational cards with clipart

images for my athletes to inspire them to do well at

certain athletic meetings. One of the parents of one

of the athletes brought me a picture that was taken

by them to put onto the cards instead of the clipart.

That really looked good and then I struggled to take

photos of the other athletes to replace the ClipArt. I

then decided to buy myself a new camera.

My first camera was the Canon 500D with the basic

Kit lenses. At that stage I did not know much about

photography and did a basic photography course

at Mardo’s, also located in Vereeniging with Sjoert

Dovenga as the course leader and owner of Mardo

Foto’s/Video.

I used the Canon 500D camera for the athletics and

took some nice action photos of my athletes which I

could use on the inspirational cards. As the need

increased, I upgraded to better Cameras as well as

lenses.

In July 2012, one of my hurdle athletes, Zinzan

Ceronio, approached me to come and take photos

at Hoërskool Vereeniging where he represented the

Valke Provincial Rugby team when they played

against Grieqwas. I sent one of his action photos to

the newspaper as well as a news article of this

match, wasn’t sure if it would be placed in the

newspaper.

Indeed, it was placed, and this was a life changing

moment and I was more inspired than one could

imagine. I then became a part time journalist for

three of our local newspapers. Vaalweekblad, Vaal

Ster and The Courier), Over a 100 articles and photos

were placed in these 3 newspapers.

In 2018, I was also nominated as the official

photographer for the Chinese 8 Ball Pool Association,

where I took the photos for the Chinese 8 Ball Pool

Car Competitions. I also took photos for the SA Black

Ball Pool Championships in 2018. It took place at the

Graceland Casino in Secunda. I was also invited to

an official training weekend for the Protea Black Ball

team to take their photos.

In July 2019, I was appointed as the official

photographer for the Afri-East Euro Cup, an

American Nine Ball Pool Test between South Africa

and East Europe.

In 2019 I was also the official Photographer for the SA

World Rules 8 Ball Pool Championships held in

Vereeniging. I attended four South African IFBB Body

Building Championships where I also represented our

local newspapers to write articles and take photos.

I also attended numerus athletic meetings to write

articles and take action photos like the SA Primary

Schools Championships, SA Secondary Schools

Championships. SA Junior Athletics' Championships,

SA Senior Athletic Championships and many more…

The Arnold Classics was an exciting event to

represent our local newspapers. I did attend four

Arnold Classic Events that was held at the Sandton

Convention Centre (2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020).

Wedding photography is a challenge for me and the

more I am doing it the more I love to do it.

Recently with the COVID pandemic, Sports

Photography and wedding photography became

less because of all the restrictions on these events.

This made me change a bit of focus and started to

concentrate more on Portrait, indoor and outdoor

photography with individuals and Studio

Photography. I do enjoy this type of photography so

much, because of all the interactions with the

individuals.

GET SOCIAL

The Registered name of my business is 

Classique Photography, CC 2011/057614/23.

Contact details:

Cell Number: 082 415 3109,

E-mail Address: andre@ajdt.co.za,

Facebook Page: 

https://www.facebook.com/andre.dutoit.35

76

Instagram: 

https://www.facebook.com/andre.dutoit.35

76





Photographer Johané Boshoff 

BOKEH PHOTOGRAPHY

My name is Johané Boshoff and I am twenty seven

years old. I stem from proud family roots, born and

bred from the strikingly beautiful land of Namibia,

where the vast ocean meets the incredible desert

plains.

I reflect a variety of personality traits,
including ambition, and the qualities
of generosity and thoughtful
consideration towards others.

I am also very focussed and determined and

vigorously pursue my dreams. I however enjoy the

true growth that comes from being content in quiet

calm surroundings, as this gives me stability and time

for reflection on the truly important things in life.

My motto is to encourage fighting for that which you

desire and believe in, and I view it essential to

embark on this road with a well anchored believe

system in my faith!

Nothing great comes without sacrifice and

determination, but with God, everything is possible.

Due to the recent Covid-19 pandemic , I now find

myself full-time mother to Taliyah Jubilee and I find

great pleasure in setting up my home after I recently

got married to my stunning hubby, Thinus, who

lovingly supports me in everything that I do.

I am motivated by my love for learning and my

ambition to succeed as I strive to become an

outstanding and successful woman in today’s

society. I have a very definitive goal of becoming a

professional photographer, and hence I want to

share the beauty of Namibia with the world that

includes not only the landscape and historical towns

of history, but the very unique and diverse cultures of

the people of Namibia.

I am currently very fortunate and blessed to be

based on a breathtakingly scenic grape farm,

situated 40km from the South African border. Through

my passion for making people feel beautiful and also

having qualified as a beautician, I have embraced a

fanatical interest in photography and so decided to

combine the best of the two worlds!

I started entering my photos into
competitions and to share it with other
world wide photographers. I was
pleasantly surprised winning a few
photo awards and having my photos
get published in the local Republican
news paper in Namibia.

As a young mother, I want to motivate other mothers,

to never let go of your dreams and your personal

goals - always seek for the opportunity to make them

come true! Appreciate what you as an individual

can offer to the people around you and just stay true

to your vision and story.

Apart from the above, I have kept a keen interest in

the beauty industry and enjoy helping other

beauticians and photographers shine bright by

collaborating with them and advertising their work -

simultaneously striving to reach for the top, but most

importantly, keeping in mind that motivating and

growing people to realise their own dreams and to

become the very best that they can be, is my

foremost passion in life.

Through hard work and dedication, we all have a

duty to let our lights shine and to endeavour to bring

beauty, sunshine and love to this beautiful planet of

ours!

Website : 

http://bokehphotography93.simplesite.com/

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/JohaneBoshoff/



Photographer Leandri Snyman 
My name is Leandri Snyman and I am a passionate

but unrecognized photographer. I originally studied

Fashion Media as Lisof fashion school and fell in love

with the photography subject. It was mainly focused

on Fashion photography and that is where my

passion lies as well as other photography.

My photography name is Impulsive Origin. I do all

kinds of photography like couple, portraits, product,

behind the scenes, lifestyle and I am really keen for

wedding photography as I have only done the

couple shots at a wedding and not a complete

wedding shoot.

I focus on capturing the real moments when I shoot

and not those of posed and unnatural shots. Yes,

sometimes one have to pose a couple or individual,

but the reactions and laughter that happens in the

moment of or in that pose is what is special to me.

I mainly do natural lighting as I
haven't progressed enough to have
my own studio etc. to be able to do
both.

I'd say my style is quite modern and
creative and I would love to focus
and grow in this style that I have.

GET SOCIAL

Instagram : @impulsive_origin 

https://impulsiveorigin.wixsite.com/mysite

0788027290 

Photographer Theresa Gerhardt
My name Theresa Gerhardt. I am a 38year old

photographer living in a small town in Central Karoo

known as Beaufort West. I am a wife, a mother of 4

children and have a passion for photography for the last

11years.

I display my photography under my Company's name,

Adjetivo Photography which is a name chosen by my

late Father hence photography is very close to my heart

in many various ways.

I am very grateful to my Lord for my gift of creativity and

capturing those special moments through photography.

My photography provides me great pleasure and growth

within myself and photography is displayed through my

work.

Photography is capturing those beautiful moments which

lasts a lifetime. One of my biggest dreams is to travel

abroad due to my photography. Photos are a return

ticket taken a moment otherwise gone. My greatest joy

is capturing my client's special moments which they can

hold onto for the rest of their lives.

My style: I don't have a specific style, I work according to

the venue and my clients. I capture weddings, lifestyle,

maternity, newborn and family.

Contact:

Tell: 0837254497

Email Address: adjetivophotography@gmail.com

Instagram: adjetivo_photography



JannyDjan Models 
JannyDjan Models is a training and management

modelling studio that was founded in May 2018 after

numerous people in Potchefstroom have asked the

founder Janet Potgieter to start a modelling school in

the town that focusses on both modelling and

pageantry. Janet has extensive experience in the

modelling and pageantry industry for many years

and is well-known in Potchefstroom.

After her international pageant success and doing

humanitarian work in Africa, the opportunity came in

2018 to open JannyDjan Models. Janet always thinks

out of the box and she wanted to establish a

modelling studio that not only give training, but also

manages the models’ careers locally and

collaborate with various national and international

modelling agencies.

She offers extensive training in Finishing & Personal

Branding, Etiquette & Social Media, Body Language,

Communication Skills, Confidence & Public Speaking,

Ramp & Photographic Modelling, Live Performance

Modelling and Pageantry & Competitions.

She focusses not only on pageants and competitions,

but train her models to be on an international

modelling standard to compete equally in the

modelling industry. Eight of her models have done a

fashion shoot for clothing brands Viwa Prive and Viwa

Active and they are very busy in Potchefstroom with

photo shoots, fashion shows and promotions for

clients such as Kryolan Potchefstroom, The Lingerie

Studio and Jose de Canha Couture, amongst others.

JannyDjan Models’ main focus is to develop each

model according to their talent and steer them in the

direction that will best fit them. Anyone who wants to

do modelling, enter pageants, do commercials or just

want to gain confidence and better themselves are

welcome.

As Janet says “You will never know
what hidden talents you have until
you step out of your comfort zone.
You might start this journey just to
become more confident and then on
the way you discover you have a
talent that can open up a whole new
world for you.

My biggest joy is to see how a rookie model develops

from a shy individual to a power house that can do

anything they put their minds to, even if it is not in the

modelling or pageant industry.” She also shares her

knowledge and experience of over 30 years in the

industry with her models to enable them to handle

any situation life throws at them and to be on top of

their game.

She collaborates with various businesses and

individuals to give her models the best opportunities.

The well-known and flamboyant make-up artist,

model and actor Stephan Venter and beauty queen

Letitia Williams are part of her training team.

JannyDjan Models caters for Males and Females 9

years and older staying in and around Potchefstroom

– beauty, fashion, fitness, commercial and ramp

models, plus size female, mature models, alternative

models (tattoos, vitiligo, scars, freckles, birthmarks)

and pageant kings and queens.

To join JannyDjan Models contact Janet @060 540 

2009 / office@jannydjan.com

For more info visit: www.jannydjan.com

Facebook: @JannyDjanModels

Instagram: @jannydjanmodels

Rand Models Academy
Rand Models Academy started in

2017 with only 7 Models.

Rand Models Academy takes pride in

training Male and Female Models by

identifying their talent and

developing our Models by improving

their Self-confidence, Modelling skills

and Technique in Catwalk,

Photographic Modelling, Interview

Skills, Public Speaking and Dance.

Classes are Mondays and

Wednesdays from 15:00-17:00. We

are Located in Randgate

Randfontein

Contacts- Coach Fifi 0730477404 

Facebook - Rand Models Academy

Instagram 

@randmodelsacademyRMA _

We aim for perfection in all 
that we do





Dr Gallow’s Profile for Mrs Tourism Universe SA 2020

Dr Shiksha Gallow is a 40 year old medical scientist

qualified in Clinical Pathology, as well as an

Ayurvedic, Medical Cannabis and Ethno medicine

practitioner. Born in Kwa-Zulu Natal to loving parents,

she was raised alongside her very supportive sisters.

She knew she would have to excel at all things to

stand out and be recognised as her own person.

Thanks to this upbringing, hard work
and determination, she has managed
to create a life she is proud to call her
own.

Though Dr Gallow has patients all over the world, she

is currently running her physical practice in the

Eastern Cape Province and believes in holistic

healing and neuroscience techniques to help her

patients diagnosed with major chronic diseases. She

is a leader in her medical field, an active

entrepreneur, as well as running two additional

businesses.

She is passionate about personal development,

especially with woman and youth in business and

saw Mrs Tourism Universe South Africa as a wonderful

platform and opportunity to drive this. Dr Gallow was

recently crowned Mrs Tourism Universe South Africa

on 21 March 2020, and will be representing South

Africa in Bangkok, Thailand in April 2021 for one of the

global titles.

As the Medical Director and shareholder of Biodata,

a division of Labat Healthcare (a JSE listed

organisation), she is one of the top performing

females in the healthcare industry. She has vast

academic qualifications in both the medical sector

and strategic business management.

She boasts three Masters Degrees: One in Medical

Science (MMedSci), one in Medicine in Public Health

Medicine (MMedMPH) and one in Business Admin

(MBA). Furthermore, she holds a PHD and is

completing her second PHD in medical science

(medical cannabinoids).

The two additional businesses are comprised of

Creative Minds Training Institute, which offers

affordable education and Holistic Integrative Healing

Institute, which is a health coaching organisation.

Dr Gallow is part of the Business Women’s Association,

as well as the Eastern Cape Wildlife Transformation

board in Tourism. She further represents the Eastern

Cape government on the medical cannabis and

hemp industry, to uplift the economy by creating jobs

for young individuals in the Eastern Cape. She is the

Eastern Cape Rural Development and Office of the

Premier’s medical cannabis

advisor.

Dr Gallow has published two
international academic books, one in
Medicine and one in Business. She
has also published her academic
research work in various journals. Her
highest value is learning and
expressing, but more importantly,
generously sharing the knowledge
she acquires.

Combining her healing and healthcare passions, Dr

Gallow is an international Yoga instructor, as well as a

Spinning and Aerobics instructor at various health

clubs, including Virgin Active.

She promotes personal wellbeing and hopes to

continue inspiring young girls using her academic

qualifications, business expertise, fitness skills and

empowerment initiatives.

As mentioned, Dr Gallow has a passion for healing as

well as empowering women, this motivated her to

open her Non-Profit Company: Pink Power. This

foundation empowers young, previously

disadvantaged girls, by providing them with learning

interventions, practical training and education.

By empowering these young women,
she assists in boosting their self-
confidence, educating them about
women abuse and becoming
independent individuals.

Along with everything mentioned, Shiksha Gallow

finds great joy in travelling with her husband,

spending quality time with family and giving many

cuddles to her two furbabies.

Quote from Dr Gallow: Face your troubles with love

and they will dissolve.

Dr Gallows vision: I transform global healing by

empowering the world with my holistic practices.

Name: Dr Shiksha Gallow

Age: 40

Photo credit: Dane Fontein Photography

Social media: @mrstourismuniversesa2020 Face book

Instagram: mrs_tourism_universe_sa_2020

Agency: Pageant winner Mrs Tourism Universe SA 

2020, represents SA in Thailand Bangkok for Global 

title.





Look the Part: 8 Body Language Acting Tips

As an actor, body language plays a crucial role in

your overall success in auditions, roleplay and

performance. Mastering your nonverbal

communication can set you apart from the sea of

competition and give you an advantage with:

• Directors

• Casting agents

• Choreographers

• Influential industry experts

Do you want the part? To nail every audition and

interview, you must use the right set of tools and

techniques. Follow our eight body language acting

tips to showcase your natural talents, level-up your

communication mastery and become the most

memorable person in the room.

Before we dive in, let’s see how you currently use

body language and nonverbal communication. Here

are a few questions to ask yourself:

• How do I prepare my body and voice before an

audition?

• What facial expressions do I make in the audition

room when I’m not performing?

• How does my voice inflect when I introduce myself

to casting directors?

• What did I do in my last audition to land the role?

• Did body language contribute to my last

rejection? What did I do and how can I change it?

Once you have completed your self-diagnosis, use

these body language hacks for actors:

Master Your Space

Spatial norms, known as proxemics, are an important

element in the audition. Researchers have found that

how we use space can give us interesting

information. Specifically:

The body to body distance between two parties

encodes the nature of the relationship between the

participants themselves as well as observing third

parties. In other words, we use space to decide how

someone feels about us and we look at space

between others to try predicting their relationship.

Everyone has their own space
bubbles. These are the areas around
our body where we like to interact
with different kinds of people.
Everyone’s bubble is slightly different,
but here are some averages:

Intimate space is 0 to 18 inches from our body.

People who are in that space have to be intimate

with us because they are close enough to reach out

and touch us. You never want to go into someone’s

intimate space accidentally.

Personal space is 1.5 to 5 feet from our body. This is

the most common zone we use. We easily can reach

out and shake hands and speak so someone can

hear us. This is our favorite zone to use when talking to

friends at a party or colleagues in the break room.

Social space is 5 to 7 feet from our body. This often is

used with people you feel are not a threat, but you

are not necessarily interacting with them. It can be at

a party or networking event or even in a large event

space.

Public space is beyond 7 feet. This gives us enough

space to figure out someone’s intentions before an

approach. At 7 feet, you can see their entire body,

their hand gestures and posture. We like to get a

good read on someone before talking to them.

Action Step: Practice safe space boundaries. Remain

in the personal and social space zones with the

casting director and other decision makers.

Know the Seven Microexpressions

A microexpression is a brief, involuntary facial

expression that appears on a person’s face

according to the emotions being experienced.

Unlike regular, prolonged facial expressions, it is

difficult to fake a microexpression.

In other words, when we feel an intense emotion,

that emotion reveals itself on our face (for better or

worse). The seven universal microexpressions are:

• Disgust

• Anger

• Fear

• Sadness

• Happiness

• Surprise

• Contempt

In an audition, you want to project the emotion of

the character you’re portraying. If your script is sad,

practice showing the sadness microexpression in the

mirror beforehand to truly get into the mind and

body of the character. Additionally, smile only when

you want to show happiness.

Many actors make the mistake of plastering on a

fake smile throughout the entire audition.

Unfortunately, we can spot ingenuine happiness a

mile away, so be mindful of your smile and intention

behind it.

Special Note: Be sure to avoid negative expressions

(disgust, anger, contempt and sadness) as you enter

and leave the room, especially if you’ve been given

negative feedback. Remain as facially neutral as

possible to leave a positive, lasting impression.

Action Step: Memorize the seven microexpressions so

you can use the correct one in the correct scene no

matter what script you are handed.

Use a Launch Stance

To be confident, your body language must show it.

First, the easiest way to project confidence is to claim

territory. Own your body and own the space around

you by standing or sitting tall. Keep your arms loose

by your side or place one or both hands on your hips.

Relax your shoulders down your back and open your

chest.

These expansive postures (what we refer to as a

Launch Stance) will show others that you’re confident

and sure of yourself. Be wary of low power postures

(unless the script calls for it!), such as crossing your

arms or turtling your shoulders to your ears as this may

signal defeat.

Prepare with a Vocal Warmup

Here’s a big prepping problem:

We often prepare for our first few lines
of a speech or monologue, but we
rarely think about how we deliver
those lines. You can say the greatest
line in the world, but if you sound
nervous saying it, then your message
is ruined!

Do a vocal warm up exercise before every

presentation, meeting or speech where you are

speaking in for more than a few minutes.

Action Step: Learn my 5 vocal warmups.

Purposeful Gazing

The eyes have it! Confident performers and actors

know the power of eye gazing. To increase your

confidence, be sure to look people in the eye as you

are speaking AND as they are speaking. Too often

we look away, check our phone or scope out the rest

of the room. This is not only rude, but very low

confident.

Action Step: Use purposeful gazing and eye contact

to your advantage. When you enter the audition

room, keep your head up and look in front of you.

After you plant yourself in your Launch Stance, look

at who you’re introducing yourself to. Don’t shift your

eyes too much and never look at the floor.

Harness Confidence

There’s a big confidence myth:
Confidence is just one of those things
that “you have or you don’t.” No way!
It’s a skill, one that can be developed
like any other skill, through intentional
practice. Your ability to display
confidence increases trust and
comfort levels with others.

You can build confidence with your body language

in many ways. Here are six ways to authentically

develop inner confidence before your next audition:

• Harness your professional happiness. Create a

pump-up playlist.

• Manage and deal with any social anxiety or

performance anxiety.

• Write down three positive self-truths. These are the

ideas we tell ourselves and the beliefs we carry

around.

• Find a confidence role model who demonstrates

leadership, isn’t afraid to be unique and

communicates and interacts with everyone.

• Do a pre-performance routine

Your Pre-Performance Success 

Routine

What do you do before each audition? Before you

take the stage? Before you walk into the room?

The most successful people have professional warm-

up routines. Daniel McGinn, author of Psyched Up:

How the Science of Mental Preparation Can Help

You Succeed, calls professional warm-ups “Pre-

performance Rituals.

”Pre-performance Rituals: A routine or
habit a performer, athlete or
professional does to enhance their
performance, get their mindset right
and beat nerves.

McGinn argues that we all should create our own

Pre-performance Rituals to have more day-to-day

success. This is not only a way we can prepare

ourselves for better performance, but it’s also a way

to combat nerves.

Action Step: Learn how to psych yourself up. Now is

the time to take action. Use these body language

acting tips to your advantage when you prepare for

your next audition.

Remember, auditions are your first impression and

when approached scientifically and objectively, can

be a lot more fun then they may seem now. When

you present yourself as a focused, charismatic and

confident actor, you are guaranteed to set yourself

up for success.



Donay  
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Agency: ACE Models JHB North 

Photo credit: NWD Photographer 
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Werner (Photo left)

My name is Werner Volschenk, I am 25yrs.

Annel Photography took my photo. I am the

newly crowned Mr Vaal 2020/21 and I have

also won Sosial media King as well as public

choice. With the help of the Vaal pageants

platform, I could entered for the MISS & MR

JNR / UNIVERSAL SOUTH AFRICA 2021.

I have been in the Vaal namely Vaalpark

my whole life. I know its going to be hard

work but to make a difference in someone's

life and see a smile that's the most

memorable experience.

Your are welcome to follow my journey on

Facebook: Werner Volschenk Mr. Vaal

2020/2021

Lorinda (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mudene Photography

@lorinda_schwartz (instagram)

Lorinda Schwartz (facebook)

I am Lorinda Schwartz a horse lover from

Mpumalanga. I am 18 years old and just

finished Gr12.

I am devoted to what I do... I love playing

sports like Hockey and I do endurance

riding. I completed the Fauriesmith ride last

year and was part of the junior

Mpamalanga team. On my bucket list is to

go and ride the Walvis ride in Namibia.

I am going to do equestrian studies next

year.

Lesleigh (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am a 25 year old woman who inspire to always do my best.

I like being outdoors and with animals. Any challenge being

thrown at me gives me a push to do better than the previous

try. I strive to not only empower myself, but also those around

me who think less of themselves.

I feel very strong about mental health, it’s what drives you

through your journey. I strive for bringing a peaceful energy

everywhere I go, it uplifts not only myself but also the

environment you’re entering.

I don’t like talking about myself, I don’t feed
off arrogance, but I feed of accepting
myself for who I am.

SPECIAL SKILLS

• Creating a theatre production.

• Performing in musicals and business launches.

• Teach dance.

• Present dance workshops

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Attended a course on Business Etiquette and Professional

Behaviour.

• Directed a published theatre production.

• Performed in production that showed in the Baxter theatre

and Artscape theatre.

• Performed at the TARKA Festival, Darling Voorkamer

Festival, ZABALAZA Festival and

• SANLAM’s 100th birthday launch

• CANSA Show, walking with Craze Creatures Boutique

evening wear 2020 and Performing there.

• Gemini Model & Talent Agency : Adult Model 2020

Sthabile (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Media entertainment

When I started during Covid-19 I didn't know where my passion

could take me to where I am now.

During the scary moment I was assisting the underprivileged

people, I won the Miss teen dream chasers KZN

Pietermaritzburg Ambassador 2020 and was also Miss Teen

kwaNdengezi ward 12 Queen 2020.

Something good came out of this pandemic. We met with

ourself and develop new talent . Let comply with the covid-19

recommendation to keep each other safe. Lest share the love

and care during this period.

Thanks to Mrs Londeka Madlala Founder of Dream chaser

Academy for the support, teachings. and guidance. She's so

loving and supportive and caring.

May we all have a safe during this crucial time , caring for one

another and joyful Christmas spent with loved ones and sharing

their love is the best gift one can give.

Mariet (Photo right)

Photo credits: Karin Schutz

Instagram: @mariet_bruwer

I am an adventurous, fun loving 18 year old female who

just completed my matric. I am from Swakopmund in the

beautiful Namibia. I was born in South Africa and we

moved when I was turning 10. I used to do Hip-Hop when I

was younger and loved it.

I have a passion to be in front and behind a camera. I did

my first real photo-shoot last year & truly enjoyed it. I want

to take a GAP-year and go overseas. If ever given the

opportunity to model I would grab it! I love fashion &

dressing up.

Some of my passions are dancing,
swimming in the sea & photography. I
also love looking after little children.

Moipone (Photo left)

Photo credit : Asher photography

Social media : Moipone Barbie

Some of traits that are
important for working in
modeling are a good sense

of style, adaptability,
positive attitude, excellent
stamina, communication
skills, ability to look good at
all times and outstanding
facial projection.

Jessica (Photo left)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

Jessica is 13 years on the 10 Dec. She is in grade 7

in Volkskenk school in Riversdal. Jessica loves

reading English books. She was with figures models

Kempton Park.

She did compete in Face 2018. She also did a

course: deporting for girls. She did a few charity

modelling shows on the catwalk with figures

modelling. Jessica also surfs. She likes playing on

her phone games and watching movies.

Modelling Experience: Vintage Weddings show:

Walking with Vintage Bride maids dress, promotion

for Deja vu Vintage house 2020
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Anzelle  
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Photographer: Urban Poetry

Social media: Instagram- zellie1213

Facebook- Anzelle Botes



Bianca (Photo left)

Photo credit: Hein Le Roux 

Social media: 

Facebook - Bianca Theron 

(https://www.facebook.com/bianca.theron.148)

Instagram - x_b_i_a_n_c_a_x.x

My name is Bianca Theron and I am currently a third year

student, studying BCom Tourism Management and

Recreational Sciences at the North West University of

Potchefstroom. I was selected as one of the top 15% in

my field of study and received the Golden Key

Recognition. I was also chosen to be a supplemental

instructor (facilitator) for the first year students at NWU. I

was also awarded as the best First Year Tourism student

for 2019.

I would describe myself as a hard-working and driven

individual when it comes to my studies. It is important to

me to constantly set goals for myself, so that I have

something to strive toward. I plan on working hard now

so that I can do all the things I desire in the future.

I am an animal lover and it warms my heart whenever I

get the opportunity to donate something to the animal

shelters in my community, because every little bit helps

our four-legged friends in need. This is something I really

enjoy and it always brings a smile to my face.

I also enjoy arts and crafts and find it very relaxing to

indulge in creative activities. I usually like to try new and

creative things that I haven’t done before like making

personalized gifts for family and even though sometimes

my attempts fail, I still enjoy the process. It’s all about

being creative and following your own ideas and that’s

why I enjoy it so much.

I have always been passionate about beauty and I

believe that it does not only come from the outside, but

also from the inside, inner beauty is just as important. I

would love to be a beauty influencer one day and I

want others to be able to look up to me. In a few years I

aim to compete in the Miss South Africa pageant,

because this is something I have dreamed of doing for a

long period of time. It is an important goal that I have set

for myself and I hope to achieve it one day.

Lastly, an important beauty tip I have to share, is to

always be confident and believe in yourself! If you are

confident, it shines through and makes you a beautiful

person.

Kirsten (Photo right)

MUA: Coutrik Le Beautique

Photographer: Chamud Photography

Hair: Dawi Van Der Schyff

Models from Nouvelle Models

Agency or modeling school - currently unpresented.

Concerning the question of who I am... I am a Christian. I have

always found my identity in Christ alone. Furthermore I am a

Doctor in Theology with a Masters degree in Ancient Hebrew

language and culture... I always want to learn something new.

I work as a Pastor in a congregation in Kimberley called Olive

Tree Christian Ministries evangelical family Church, with my

father who is a Professor in Theology.

My Mother is a Medical doctor. In 2017 I met the most amazing

man, but true to their nature the can be indecisive. With God's

grace we got married on the 8th of August 2020...

In my spare time I am a photographer in a new Photography

business, Chamud Photography, I started with the help of my

husband (the man after whom it is named) and my parents

and the support of many amazing people such as Mandy De

Klerk from Nouvelle Models Kimberley, through whom I also

met my husband and who designed my wedding dress. I did

modeling for many many years locally and have always had a

love for the fashion industry.

I love music, cats, shoes, clothes, books and Christmas!!! But

most of all and above all I love my family, friends and my Lord.

Lindsey (Photo bottom)

Occupation: Business owner and Philanthropist 

Photography: Wiz Photography by Staecy Manuel 

I started modeling at age 16, but left the industry to raise my

children and build my career as a Fashion designer.

I re-entered the industry taking part in Mrs Limpopo 2020 and

selected as a finalist. The pageant resulted in me winning 6 of

the 9 titles available within the pageant.

Hanno (Photo left)

Photo credit: Julia Photography

Instagram: h.bruwer_

Facebook: Hanno Bruwer

I am a 19 year old male from Swakopmund, Namibia. I

was born in South Africa and I am the oldest of 4 kids. I

finished school last year and spend this year at a

auditory firm. I gained a lot of experience, but also

realized I need to work with people. I am independent

and a hard worker.

I had the opportunity for a photo-shoot
last year and it was an awesome
experience. I believe that if I am given
the opportunity to model, I will do it very
well. If I set my mind on something, I go
all the way!

I enjoy a good workout at the gym and one of my

passions is surfing.

Zoe (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Shann Daniels 

Sosial Media: Instagram zoe_oozie

Interests: Drama and dance

Agency: Boss Models Johannesburg 

I'm aspiring to be a model and or an actress

someday using my platform for good. I am a

natural brunette with long curly hair and

tanned skin with a huge passion for dance

music and drama.

I love life and bring energy and passion to

every project I work on. I am affiliated with

Boss Models Modeling Agency and are new

to the industry.

I love to travel and are looking
forward to flying all over the
world. I am a fun loving well
mannered humble God fearing
teenager who cannot wait to
get out there and make a
difference.
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Photo credit: Mejandra Pretorius 

Facebook @ChanteBlaauw 

Instagram: @http.chanteblaauw.xx



Erin (Photo left)

Photo credit: Rosita Pretorius

Social media: @ertjie5

The things that I want to achieve this

year is to boost my academic

performance and to participate in the

modelling industry. I always wanted to

become a model from a young age.

My goals for the future is when I

matriculate to go study at the university

to become a physiatrist because I love

to help people. I would also like to do

modelling as a part time job.

Yolani (Photo left)

2021 grade 11 student at Douglas Mbopa Senior

Secondary Eastern cape. I love cooking, listening to

music and watching talk shows. My dream is to become

a well-known Chef one day while I'm a model study

acting & filming.

I joined Motherwell Modelling Foundation 2018 with no

experience. I love modelling because it builds

confidence and teaches us to be self-assured and have

the courage to follow our dreams. My focus this year is in

my studies & modeling. Zozibini Tunzi is my role model

because she is a woman of actions and believes in

women "Taking up space" in order to fulfil their dreams.

Chante (Photo right)

Photo credit: Jamie Jonk - Jamie & co

Make up & Hair: EA Academy

Chante's social media pages: 

Instagram: chante.joubert14

Facebook: 

@ChanteJoubertMiniMissRSAfinalist2014

Email: chante.joubert111@icloud.com or 

chante.joubert111@gmail.com

I am a 14 year old student from Crawford

International Ruimsig. I stay in Roodepoort.

I have an absolute passion for being fit & healthy.

I am a real go-getter and set myself challenging

goals in all areas of my life and strive to achieve

all of them! I love sea-holidays and doing fun-

events! I recently did my 1st microlight - flight in

Ballito!

I also used to be a model from Oxygen School of

Models. During my time as an Oxygen model, I

participated in various pageants. Highlights were

Toddler & Tween of the World 2014, Mini Miss RSA

2014 & 2015. I have a special passion for

photogenic modelling and still do some shoots for

personal growth from time to time. My most

recent shoot was with Jamie Jonk during

September 2020.

I am a bubbly-personality 14 year old, who loves

spending time with my friends & family. I cannot

wait to see what 2021 holds. I foresee at least

another 6 months of challenges with COVID-19.

During 2021, I hope to achieve my swimming

goals I set out for myself. I am a proud West Rand

Swimming swimmer, who swims for Crusaders Club

on a competitive level.

So far I have reach my SSA Level 3 qualifying

times and is working towards becoming a South

African National Junior swimmer by the end of

2021. I also take part in Open Water swimming

events and loved my 1st Midmar swim in 2020! I

am training for Midmar 2021. Further, I hope to

stay healthy and fit for 2021! I wish this for all fellow

South African's!

I also want to maintain my good grades at school

as it's very important to me as well. I want to

become a commercial pilot one day! I hope to

start my student - pilot licence by the time I am 16

years old.

Dancing is another passion of mine. I needed to

choose between swimming and dancing, so I

stopped dancing with Mario Gomes Hip Hop

Academy during the end 2019.

I have achieved so much as a dancer and learnt

so much about this form of art! I have been part

of Team SA dancing team for 2 years 2017 & 2019

representing my country in Hip Hop in Croatia

and Portugal. Although I am not dancing at this

point, dancing will remain an interest of mine.

I would love to be scouted by
agencies, if they are interested.

Oratilwe (Photo left)

Photo credit: @MishyMpictures

Social Media: Facebook: Oratilwe Malekutu

Instagram: oratilwe_malekutu_

Hi everyone my name is Oratilwe Malekutu, 14 years old. I

am a model a model and an aspiring fashion designer. I

am a finalist for the IJMSA ( International Junior Miss South

Africa 2021).

I love being in front of the camera and walking on stage.

I must say I’m the happiest when I’m doing those things.

Not forgetting dressing up and putting items together. I

also help my mom design my modelling outfit. I love

fashion and I like trying new things.

I was a finalist for the Ackermans Style Squad young

fashion designer 2018. In 2019 I was number 11 on the list.

Unfortunately they only needed 10 young designers for

the tv show. I’m going to try again next time.

My hopes for this year besides winning the IJMSA

competition and making it to the Top 10 of Ackermans

Style Squad young fashion designers is, I hope the

vaccine will be available in our country soon. A better

health for everyone and for the COVID-19 to go away, so

that everything can get back to normal.

I live by the words of the late Tata Nelson Mandela “it

always seems impossible until it is done” Wishing you all a

prosperous year with lots of opportunities and more

crowns.

Bianca (Photo right)

Photo credits: Donovan Roets Photography

Social Media: Facebook, Instagram

I am an 21 year old woman who has the dream of

becoming a professional teacher. I am recently studying

towards this field. I have a lot of goals I want to complete in

this new year 2021.

I want to successfully complete my studies. I want to inspire

other woman to see their real beauty. I want to be an role

model for a lot of people. I want to make a change in my

life and in other peoples lives.

I also want to fulfil my dream in participating in modeling

again. When I was young I did modeling but I stopped

because of some things that happened in my life. So this

year I want to make that decision to go for it.

I want to meet my future soulmate and start to build my life

as a young woman with a family. I also want to complete

my drivers license because I could not do it last year for

there was a lot of sadness and things that kept me from

completing that goal.

I want to be an strong and in dependable
woman so that I can show others that no
matter what happens in your life it is never
too late to still complete your goals.
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Photographer: Michal Viljoen

Model Agency: Glamlight Models



Dineo (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Keabel Photography

Social Facebook: @Dineo(vee)Mokgohloa

Instagram: @yogidineov

As a yoga student/instructor and Nude yoga model from 

Polokwane, I've learned that the journey to finding who one 

is really is, is by trusting the process. 

Learn to listen to the true you(soul) because that will always 

lead you to a greater and more fulfilling path.

My number 1 goal is to have my own yoga 
studio where I can have all my students 
under the same roof, instead of the private 
classes I currently offer. 

And also continue with the awareness that 

"good health matters", where a fit and 
healthy lifestyle is a luxury that we all can 
consciously afford.

Melindie (Photo right)

Photographer:  Charlotte Steyl

Instagram:  @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook:  @charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/

charlotte-steyl-photography

Moto in life: you deserve connections that

don't require you to walk in egg shells to

get to the point. You deserve connections

that don't require you to sacrifice your

peace just to protect their egos. You

deserve connections that don't require

you to distance you self, from yourself. You

deserve to live life, breath, enjoy the small

things and embracing every moment.

Choose live, love and celebrating small

things!

Chante (Photo right)

My name is Chante Blaauw, I'm 18 years old

and my passion in life is beauty and

modeling... I've always loved modeling and

being infront of the camera One can say its my

passion in life , I believe if you do what you love

you never work a day in your life . For this new

year I am focusing on my modeling and

pursuing my passion. What I want to

accomplish this year - is to be signed to a

company such as Boss models or Ace models

JHB . I'm not currently signed to an agency but

would love to be scouted.

Photo credit: Mejandra Pretorius

My life, My time photography 

Facebook @ChanteBlaauw 

Instagram: @http.chanteblaauw.xx

Izalda (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Marieta van Vuurren Fotografie

Hair & Makeup: Vianca De Meillon

Agency: V-Models Bloemfontein

I am young, I have dreams, I have passion and I am

ready to face the world. A word to our youth: I would

like to give a word of hope to all the youth who are

being bullied, and to say “never change yourself for the

sake of the world, but change the world for the sake of

yourself”, this was my mother’s wise words, but I could

never understand it, until I was bullied for three years. It’s

so hard to rebuild the puzzle again, piece by piece and

day by day, to see the beautiful picture in life again.

The year 2020 was the year I had to find myself again,

and I had to believe in myself again. I was a “little girl”

(then 13 years old, who wanted to commit suicide). But

how did I get healed, by believing in myself again. How

did I believe in myself again? It did not happen in one

day, and there were many people who had to help me,

THIS WAS THE PEOPLE WHO BELIEVED IN ME. What does it

mean when people believe in you?

You are worthy, you are good enough. Even if that one

person is your mom / dad it means you are good

enough. I am a finalist for Miss & Mr Jnr South Africa

2021, and this opportunity gives me motivation to reach

out to others in need, whether it is my fellow community

or our animal union, because I am saved from my own

hurt, I would like to help others also who are getting hurt

from their unforeseen circumstances. It is a great

privilege for me just to be a finalist, for me it is not about

the Sash or Crown during the coronation but rather

about how much I can help others in my journey as a

finalist.

#antibullying / #youareenough / #believeinyourself / 

#loveyourself

#vmodels / #vmodelssa / #willitbeyou / #unique /

#dreambelieveachieve / watchthisspace

#PagentsSA / #JnrSA / #BeYourDream

Onele (Photo left)

Photo cred: Inga Williams

Social media: Facebook- Onele Nhezi Bambata

@BlackFitBarbie 

I a health and wellness fanatic and I find peace in

helping others become the best version of their selves

through health, fitness and business. As the year begins I

plan to impact more lives in the most possible ways I can,

to help them find their purpose by exposing them to the

kind of lifestyle I have adopted.

In addition to what I'm already doing in as a Herbalife

independent distributor, I'll join another network

marketing company because I believe in multiple

streams of income. I'm going to make my dream if

becoming successful in business come though but most

importantly, I would like to influence others to do

something out of their lives and to start believing in

themselves.

• To affirm myself everyday.

• To appreciate.

• To show gratitude.

• To spread positivity.

• To stay fit and improve my health everyday.

The current situation with the Corona virus does not have

to stop anyone from dreaming and I work hard so that

many can see opportunities through it all.

Chene (Photo left)

Instagram: @cheneflora

Photo Credit: Dineo Poychh

WOW.. 2020 was really a challenge for me. Doing almost

all my second year university studies from home. That

was truly not only challenging but life changing.

I was supposed to preparing to start my third year studies,

but due to all of last years delays, I am only currently

writing my 2020 final year exams. But in saying that, I feel

very positive for 2021. This is the year that I will complete

my Marketing and Tourism Degree.

Last year I did a few photo shoots with a close friend that

is doing photography degree. I loved every moment. I

noticed that doing the photo shoots, gave me that brief

escape from all the worries of assignment closing dates,

semester tests etc.. I came out feeling refreshed and

ready to tackle the week ahead.

I will definitely be doing more photo shoots with her this

year. I really feel that every student should have their

form escape from reality, even if its for a few hours a

week. It allows one to reset and recharge for all the

stresses that studying brings our way.
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Alicia (Photo left)

I am the 18 year old Alicia Roets. I come from a platinum city

called Rustenburg. I was born in 16 July 2002 in Rustenburg. I

am done with my Grade 12 with Impak Centre last year. I am a

friendly person, but also a person that are shy. I am

hardworking and have hobbies like dancing in the country line

dancing with the famous Junior Jackson line dancing singer. I

love animals and fishing and spending time with my family and

friends.

MY PASSION AND GOALS

My passion are modeling. I started to model from the age of 8

years. I love to do competition and fashion shows.

I have title:

• Miss Rustenburg 2012/2014

• Miss National Beauty 2018

• Miss Golden SA 2016

• Miss Cansa for life 2018

• Mej Buffelspoort 2019

• and many more.

In 2019 I completed my exams and become a model coach

for Globe Model Look. Most of all the experiences, it was were I

can help with charity events. My goal was every month to do

something for the community. Helping with SPCA and children

homes are most important in my life, it feels I can bring a little

bit of sunshine in someone life.

My future

I want to work with children. I want to still help with charity

events. I want also to see the world and do things to improve

my confidence. It will be fantastic to play one day in movie, to

work with actors. My plans for this year are to work and gain

experience and learn.

Marilize (Photo right)

Photo credit: Monique Du Plessis

I want to start my own Pre-Primary

school and try to set my goals. I want

to let the youngsters see if they set

they goal they will soon Archive it

even its over 5 or 10 years if your mind

set is right you will get it done...

I want to be an inspiration to

youngsters I did have a heavy life as

a child and it did not get me down!

Don't let you circumstances get you

down follow your dreams!

Monica (Photo right)

I'm Monica Pretorius I'm 22 Years old. I'm From

Randfontein. I'm doing photoshoots since I'm 16

years old. I'm a photographer myself. When I'm

doing photos I love being myself. I appreciate all of

my photographer's as I can be myself around them.

I feel comfortable around all of them and our

relationships is more like family than my

photographer.

My plans for 2021 is to grow in my photoshoots, learn

more and new people, to grow in my work as I'm

doing insurance and the photos just Part time, I

hope to get more Photographer's in 2021, get more

clients in my career and just be happy.

Leandri (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Red Vine Photography 

Instagram @yolandavanlill

I hope and pray that the COVID-19

pandemic will end soon, so that I can

continue with modeling classes. I

want to improve as a Runway - and

photographic model.

I also want to start dancing classes

this year and make a success of it as

well.

Philiswa (Photo left)

Photographer: Pholobs exclusive photography.

Designer: ZonkeEzintle apparel.

The best way to describe me is that I am a well disciplined

person who values life/nature, a great team player. I take

challenges with big and bold heart with no fear. I am

passionate about fashion modeling and I love music. I

believe in taking uncomfortable decisions that'll help me

grow and become the best I want to be.

Plans for Jan: I plan to improve my modeling skills by

attending classes in order to gain more knowledge and

experience, I'd love to get a clothing brand to work with in

showcasing their fashion and attending fashion shows.

I also want to attend life coaching sessions
so that I can be able empower other youth
with the skills that I will gain.

Amore (Photo right)

Photographer: Anri Wessels

My name is Amore van der Walt. I am from a small

town in the Free state, named Frankfort.

After I came back from a wonderful vacation in

Namibia (at the end of January,) I want to focus on my

modelling career.

I really want my modelling career to
succeed and I am ready for al the
challenges.

Moloantoa (Photo left)

I am the sweetest lady ever. They

say the sweeter you are, the weaker

you get but my sweetness

represents my strength and

boldness--Non-ending.

I'm an adventurous
person so this year I plan
to explore and conquer
the world. Fulfilling my
dreams is what I hope to
accomplish.

Symoné (Photo left)

Photo credit: Tomè Photography

https://www.facebook.com/TomePhotogra

phy/

This year I am getting married to my best

friend and I can not wait to start my married

life with him.

I also aspire to inspire a lot of pupils in my

classroom this year with everything that is

going on in the world they need all the

positivity they can get.

We can change the world with
one smile and kind voice daily.
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Photo credit: QJ Photography 

Location: Whispering Treetops 
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Antoinette (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Charlene Lombard

Designer: Wild Flower

Hair: Dawie V.Der Schyff

Mrs Free State 2018/2019

Ambassador: Hearts 2 Hands

I’m Born 30/09/1971 in Bfn. I’m married to my best friend my

loved of my live Poena Rodgers on the 25/04/1992 in

Jagersfontein. Jesus blessed us with two lovely children

Pieter and Bianca.

I started working for Department of Health in Jagersfontein

for the CEO of the hospital and par time for the MEC of

Department of Health and I think that was the best time of

my life. “But it wasn’t until I was fortunate enough to work

in the state hospital, that I got a glimpse of how very ill and

sick patients have no love ones neither money to buy

them the most needed staff, or even hasn’t got the funds

to visit their love ones that is near their end.

I realize that something should be done to uplift the lives of

the poor, uneducated jobless people. I used to say: “to do

this job,, isn’t a job…for me it is entertainment”… I just love

see people smile. And always during my outreach

programs I learn everyone: That you cannot judge a tree

or a person by only ONE Season!!

That the essence of who they are, and the pleasure, joy,

and love that came from their life, can only be measured

at the end when all the seasons are up!! Should you give

up when its winter, you will miss the promise of your spring,

the beauty of your summer, and the fulfilment of your fall!

Never let the pain of one season destroy the joy of all the

rest. Don’t Judge Life by One Difficult season. The Lesson in

Life Aspire to inspire… Before YOU expire. Live Simply, Love

Generously, Care Deeply, Speak kindly, Be honest and

trustable, And LEAVE THE REST TO GOD.

Happiness keeps you sweet, Trials keep you strong, Sorrow

keep you human, Failures keep you humble, Success

keeps you growing, But only God keeps you going. But for

NOW, I want to say, THANK YOU! To each and every

person that has, or will ever cross my live, for being a very

important part of the Season in my life of my journey of this

year of Mrs. Free State 2018. And I know I will get all the

support to help all the helpless people to help Mrs. Free

State 2019 to make it possible.

• A Part Of My Life

• Is to work with young people, people on the street.

• Children that feel they are no good to anyone.

• Elderly People/ And People in need.

• And to tell our young children about all the wrong things

that hat happen outside.

All I can give is my Love, Peace and Hope Antoinette

Rodgers . My New year wish is to be more the voice for

Children, women and elderly people. “ The children who

sleep in the streets reduced to beginning to make a living,

are testimony to an unfinished job, The families who live in

shacks with no running water, sanitation & electricity are a

reminder that the past continuous to haunt the present.”

Thanks for Rolemodel Foundation to be part of my life.

Thanks to Hearts to hands helping me with sponsors to help

the poor of the poorest. When Mr Nelson Mandela wrote

this quote he knows about Jacobsdal

Tuanette (Photo right)

Photo credit: Willie Pieterse (Craigholm

Photography)

Social Media: https://web.facebook.com/Make-

up-by-Uthene-394397187354624

MUA: Myself (Make-up by Uthene)

I have just joined the modelling world of Janet

Potgieter (JannyDjan models Potchefstroom) and

this was my very first professional photo shoot with

photographer Willie Pieterse. I decided to become

a model so that I can be an encouragement to

other women. It is never too late to do something

new in one's life, even if you are 50 plus years.

I have a lust for life, which makes me unique and I

want to share my journey as a model with the

world.

I have had the opportunity to enhance the beauty

of many people in my Fochville studio since 2009

as a Make-up artist and currently learning the art

of photography. I am a qualified, moderator,

assessor and facilitator and my plan for this year is

to teach anybody the basics of make-up.

My motto is - Never fit in, always
stand ou.t

Chloé (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mel Photography

There are so much things I hope to accomplish for this

year. Firstly I want to work hard and put my everything

into my first semester at university.

I want to become more independent and take on

more extramural activities. I also want to become more

involved in charity work so that I can do my part in

changing others live.

Tyrese (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Redshot photography

Social media : tyrese_Solomon69

I am Tyrese Solomon. I'm 19 years old and

was born and raised in the little town of

portshepstone.

My goal for 2021 is to get my dream job in

the medical field, become independent

and give back to my mum for all she has

done for me.

Riya (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Cat360 Photography 

My vision is to empower the youth... Success doesn’t just

find you. You have to go out and get it... Being confident

and believing in your own self-worth is necessary to

achieve your potential.. I'm currently studying and working.

I Love dancing and modeling.

Few words I would like to describe myself:

• Passionate, Adventurous, Easy-going

• Independent, Observant, Disciplined

• Enthusiastic, Determined

My achievements includes:

• Having my own Dance Academy

• I have won many titles for modeling

• Has contributed a decade of voluntary work to local

charity events

• Many qualifications and much more

I am a dance teacher and soon to be a school teacher.

My goal, as a teacher is to encourage students as they

develop their learning skills.

• Have online dance and fitness classes

• Take my modeling career to the next level

• I'm here to distribute and help community during this

difficult time.

I am passionate about what I do, Because I love what I do,

I have a steady source of motivation that drives me to do

my best.. this passion led me to challenge myself daily and

learn new skills that helps me to do better....

Lastly I would like to leave with this quote
"Believe in yourself & you will be
unstoppable"
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Renay(Photo left)

Photo credit: Redshot photography

Social media: Facebook :Renay naidoo

Instagram: renay_n6

I am Renay Naidoo just a regular human with a

huge passion for modelling, my goal for 2021 is to

make a positive impact in the society we live in as

I believe we rise by lifting others.

I've recently started hosting photogenic

competitions in hopes to create a platform for

other young girls in my country achieve their

dreams and get a chance to shine as well. I have

a dream to help those who share a similar passion

to me start their career in the modelling industry

and hopefully 2021 is the year I can help more of

these beautiful people achieve their dream.

Shannon (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Candice Araujo 

Photography

Social Media: Instagram: shan_xiiv and 

Facebook: Shannon French 

I will be attending the Project Aim

Convention on the MSC Orchestra in

March representing Figures Alberton.

There I can get to meet 30 international

agents in attendance. Workshops with

industry professionals. Meet and greet the

world's best local and international

agents and to stand a chance to receive

a contract to go overseas.

In July, I will be attending the IMTA

convention in New York City with Figures

to pursue my passion for modelling and

dancing. To meet more international

agents to get scouted from.

Palesa (Photo left)

Credit: Indigo Photography by Tendy

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Meet Palesa, a dedicated 26 years Model based in the

Eastrand. She is the only child and lives with her mum. Her

father is unfortunately deceased. Palesa has done

Modeling from high school days and is currently working

with different designers. I would strongly recommend her

for Commercial, Promotional, Catalogue, Cultural and

Glamour Modeling. She is technically a full package &

very results oriented.

"Growing up, my high school years were quite amazing. I

was very active and participated in sports and modeling. I

used to be engaged in Beauty Pageants mostly and

Fashion Parades that I was crowned 1st Princess twice. The

1st time was in 2008 when I was crowned 1st Princess Miss

Wattville. About 3 years later in June 2011, I was crowned

1st Princess Miss Benoni. The following year in 2012, I was

crowned Miss YLC in Etwatwa. I then took a break after to

focus on my Matric.

My dream has always been to be a pilot. I may not be a

Pilot at the moment due to lack of funds or no sponsor but I

know 1 day I will be a pilot. Right now am currently working

at Oliver Tambo International Airport as an Air Traffic

Service Officer.

I model every opportunity I get and currently showcase

designs for "Chepa African Print Streetwear.

www.chepa.co.za

@chepastreetwear on Instagram

If there is anything I have learnt about life is that it's short so

live every moment. My mother is my hero. She is very

supportive. Through her and my own life experience to

some extent, I have come to learn that "the key

ingredients that separates champions from everyone else

is not talent or ability ,it is not better coaching or training

opportunities but how you react from your failures. How

you handle your failures, setbacks and mistakes will

ultimately determine whether you soar with the eagles or

gobble with the turkeys". Remember within your failures

you'll always find the seeds to success"

Ayanda (Photo right)

Photo credit: Baby Mkhabela (mom) 

Social media: 

ayanda.nontokozo.mkhabela

(Instagram), Ayanda Mkhabela

(Facebook) 

My name is Ayanda Mkhabela, from

Durban North, currently completing

my medical degree. My plan for 2021

is to get my degree and start working

as I believe that education is the key

to success.

I also plan to open a business as well

as expand my modeling career. As

my mom always says, I was born for

great things, and I believe that this is

my time to shine.

Keira (Photo left)

Photo credit: Honey Bee 

Creations

Instagram: @keiramckessar 

I'm Keira McKessar and

modeling and fashion is my

passion. My goal/plan this

year is to join a modeling

academy to learn and gain

as much experience as

possible.

I want to become
the best version of
myself.

Mageshni (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ameer Ismail Photography

Social media : @mageshni_naidoo

Mageshni, a third year B.Ed student at Varsity College, also

holds a Higher Certificate in Event Management. she has 17

years of modern Indian dance experience, and is apart of the

Leona Dean Dance Academy troupe as one of their lead

dancers. She is also the proud Official Brand Ambassador for

Sabah Collection and will also be featuring in an upcoming

local movie.

Mageshni's interest in modelling started at the age of 5 when

she attended classes based in Durban ; after 16 years, this

graceful beauty made her comeback on the ramps in October

2020 at a ZE Models event in Gateway, Umhlanga.

"I have a passion for dancing and fashion as I feel these are two

of the many ways I can express my emotions" she says.

In my late teenage years I was bullied by a girl and her friends

who constantly picked on my weight which lead to me feeling

really insecure about my body.

In 2019 I decided to step out of my bubble and participate in

the Zee Tv Miss India South Africa KZN pageant were I was

placed in the top 10. This experience had helped me change

my outlook on not just myself but life to.

The insults and bullying still continues but with the love and

support of my family and friends I push forward. In 2021 I look

forward to all the new opportunities that lie ahead.

Beauty begins the moment you decide to be yourself ~ Coco

Chanel
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Jonice (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Jo-Diamond Photography

Instagram: @itsme_nicii

Facebook: Jonice Strydom

I am Jonice Strydom, 22 year old from Kempton Park. I am a

fairly shy introvert and my best friends are extroverts, funny

enough (that's when I become myself). I have started with

photography modelling about a year and I love it! It makes

me feel more confident and brings out the true ME!

This year I would really love to get out there with my modeling

career. I want to do shoots with more photographers. Get

more exposure. I simply love having my picture taken.

So I've recently started a new business as a graphic designer

at J.L Designs. This is just one of my goals that I've reached this

year. I have many more, especially towards my modeling

career.

My favourite quote: "Self-confidence is the
memory of success" - David Storey

Sanele (Photo left)

Manager: Thea Van Straten

Facebook: Lister Nyembe

Hair and Makeup: M.I.H

My name is Sanele Nyembe I was born and raised in

Ladysmith. I am a professional dancer actor and Model

also an entrepreneur. I am very passionate about

modelling, as a child at primary school, I used to enter

modelling competitions.

I later moved to Pietermaritzburg where I further studied

dance and modelling.

I'm very passionate about community building and the

development of children and youth that is why I

decided to register a non profit organization to fulfil my

purpose.

I'm also a professional dancer and a member of the

International society of substance use professionals. I'm

also a founder and CEO of the Christian Academy of

the Arts working with M.I.H

Nicole (Photo left)

Photographer: LaVie EnVogue Portrait  & Lifestyle 

Photography 

Facebook: @La-Vie-En-Vogue-109946024133284

Instagram: @lavieenvoguephotography

Email: lavieenvoguephotography@gmail.com

I am a scholar at Edenglen High School and will be doing

my Grade 12 this year. I hope to achieve yet more

academic awards this being my final school year. I live

with my parents, Grant and Diane and my older sister Ami-

Lea and our two loveable dogs.

I have been doing drum majorettes for a
number of years through ‘The Blues’ group
at my school and have taken part in
numerous drum majorette competitions

nationally.

My hobbies are watercolour painting and sketching as

well as sewing. I also enjoy cooking and baking.

I most love and enjoy family time together.

Linathi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Faiz Mills Photography

Plans for January and the Year.

In essence this month I generally devote to finding

balance in my life and slowing programming myself to

understand that this year may pose its challenges as that

is inevitable. Understanding that my personal growth as a

person is key to get through what lies before us. This

month is just about self development.

Recently finishing school I've had the dreams and

aspirations to impact the modeling industry and creating

a name for myself and that's exactly what I plan on doing

in this year.

To study is generally part of the equation
but at the same time also developing my
social media presence in the
entertainment industry.

Dwayne (Photo left)

Photo credit: Jamie Jonk

Social media: 

https://www.jamieandco.co.za

As I am a photographer too, I decided

to join in on the fun of modelling.

My goals for this year would be to focus

on being psychologically stronger,

there’s a lot of rejection, even at this

stage in my career, you have to accept

that you’re either right for a job or not,

and that the whole process is just a

matter of someone’s opinion.

I wish to accomplish one
thing in 2021 due to the
circumstances we live in, to
have more faith, a deep
belief in meaning and
purpose greater than myself,
so for this year, growing faith
and becoming the man God
created me to be.

Simone (Photo bottom)

Social Media: @simonebotha123 (Instagram)

Photo Credit: Gemini Models Agency

I am Simone Botha, fashion model, with a passion for

modelling and taking photos. I model mainly in dresses,

hot pants, tank tops, but enjoyed occasional long jeans

and bikini’s. To date, I worked with no agency before,

thus I have no professional experience and have no

photos published yet.

I am available for photoshoots anywhere around the

world and can travel to other locations. I am a girl with

blonde hair, brown eyes and I am a shy, but caring and

loving person.
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Deone (Photo left)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent 

Agency

Photo Credit: Roelof Briers

I am a highly organized person and

love to do things outside of my

comfort - zone. My family and school

work are very important as well as my

future plans.

Once I commit to something, I give it

my all. I'm both an introvert and

extrovert, depending on the situation

and my surroundings it my all.

Beatrix (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Spectacular 

Photography

My husband and I met 24 years ago -

life happened and we split up. Paths

crossed and we dated, and got

engaged.

We invited our family to my Fiancé's

50th Birthday but what it actually was

a surprise wedding. The only ones

who knew were my daughter and

son-in-law.

Oratilwe (Photo right)

Oratilwe is a model and an aspiring

fashion designer. She was a finalist on

Ackermans’s Style Squad 2018 young

fashion designer. She’s a people’s person.

She loves making new friends.

She also loves taking pictures and dressing

up. She is now in grade 9. She lives by the

words of the late Tata Nelson Mandela “ it

always seems impossible until it is done”.

Besides modelling and designing her

modelling dresses she wants to be a tv

presenter or radio personality.

Donay (Photo right)

I am Donay Madern, 20 years of age I grew up

in Rustenburg and currently living in

Middelburg Mpumalanga. In this year of 2021,

I'm hoping to bring the best out of everyone I

get to . My goal in life is to show everyone

there the Beauty of knowing that you are

beautiful. To have Confidence in yourself.

Modeling gave my Confidence .

My motivation is What is for you will not miss

you. Always believe in yourself Never Adapt to

the energy in the room, Influence the energy in

the room .

Cosmas (Photo left)

Photo credit: Piercing Pixel Photographer

Social media: Facebook, Instagram and twitter

Motto in life: Be your true self in the world that teaches

you to be someone else because there is no better

privilege in the lifetime to be your true self.

Bio/Story. The year 2020 was unpresidential year that

resulted in too many social issues and gender based

violence pandemic. l realised that mental health

problems amongst men is the core reason for the gender

based violence pandemic, as the society does not

accommodate vulnerable mens and our African culture

says " men do not cry".

This results in men displacing their anger in vulnerable

groups such as women and children. ln the year 2021 l

will take it upon myself to raise awareness about mental

health problems and eradicate the stigma attached to

mental health and mental illnesses in our country.

l fight to normalize mental health and accommodate all

South African citizens regardless of gender, colour , tribe

and social status. The brain is the power house (the

body's computer) and needs to be cared for and

empowered at all times and remember there is no health

without mental health.

l believe that when the mental health and mental

illnesses are prioritised in our country we can minimise a

lot of social issues and eradicate the gender based

violence pandemic.

South Africans need to be health
educated that mental illnesses know no
gender and men can suffer from mental
illness and that does not mean that when
you are man and suffering from mental
illness you are less of a man.

Symoné (Photo right)

Photo credit: Charles Smith 

Social media: Instagram @simimostert96

This year I am getting married to my best

friend and I can not wait to start my

married life with him.

I also aspire to inspire a lot of pupils in my

classroom this year with everything that is

going on in the world they need all the

positivity they can get. We can change

the world with one smile and kind voice

daily.

Faith (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Make Up: Salon Arabella

My name is Faith van Aswegen. I am 13 years old and

am interested in modelling. I have a huge passion for

acting and simply love being in front of the camera. I

am new to the industry but I love fashion.

I love having fun and believe that I attract the energy I

radiate. I have a positive mindset and will bring great

positivity to every project I will work on.

Kayla (Photo left)

Photo credit: Loggies van Loggerenberg

Social Media: instagram- kaylatjie__

Story: My goals for this year are to get scouted by a

modelling agency and to hopefully start my career.

As one of my role models, Natasha Joubert, I want to

use modelling in my teenage years to further my

studies, for I want to go to Medical School. With that

said, I will also be dedicated to my studies and I know

modelling will help me achieve that dream.
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Jaunnel (Photo left)

My plans for this year is to

become fit again after 2 knee

operations. And to study harder

in school so that I can live my

dream.

My dream is to
became a beautician.
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Photo Credit: PeterChan Photography

Instagram: @val_joubert



Anzelle (Photo left)

Social media: Instagram- zellie1213

Facebook- Anzelle Botes

I'm a down to earth girl who loves

animals and pretty much every living

creature. My hobbies consist out of

drawing and gaming and I love to

read!

I'm very goal driven and passionate

about fitness and sports. I love to try

new things living life as another

adventure!

Valerie (Photo left)

Photo Credit: PeterChan Photography

Social media: Instagram, @val_joubert

I am a Finalist for Opulent Models SA

2021 (known as TOP MODEL SA) in the

Beautiful Fresh Face category. As a

very difficult year had passed is 2021

like a new beginning for many!

My quote for 2021: "The same boiling

water that softens the potato hardens

the egg. It’s what you’re made of.

Not the circumstances"

Sean (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Bronwyn Katzke

Photography

Instagram: @_m_e_n_d_e_s

Facebook: Sean Mendes

I'm a fashion/fitness model in the making. I

am currently building my portfolio as well

as training and studying different

fundamentals to be able to slip into

different roles in the modelling industry.

My self confidence, patience and

reliability is definitely some of my strengths.

My ultimate plan this year is to partner with

a modeling agency where I can learn

improve on life and modelling skills and

overall become someone better.

Jessica (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Andrew R Stevens,

Memorable Memoirs Photography

My year resolutions are not just ordinary

plans. This year I want to make a point

of it to spend as much time with my

dearest family as I can.

This year will be the year to give back to

the community, to those who

unfortunately lost their jobs, to those

who lost all hope. To grow not only as a

Hairstylist but also as an individual. But

most of all, not to lose hope or faith. To

help others stay strong through tough

times.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Cosmas (Photo left)

I am Carthur Dreyer, 19 years old and I am from Somerset 

West.

I was born on the 29th October 2001, and have 2 siblings,

a brother of 13 years old and a little sister of 5.

I matriculated in 2019 at Reddam Somerset Lakes with a

bachelor’s.

Currently I am attending Pneumatix Academy where I

will be studying Performance arts for three years.

I am adventurous, outgoing, love being in the outdoors,

love nature, like hiking. I also love doing make-

up and hair as a hobby.

But my passion is dancing. Specifically, hip hop and

contemporary. That is my way of showing and

expressing my feelings and emotions, and it’s also a

great way of releasing stress and anxiety

I would like to become a professional
dancer or maybe a dance teacher one
day.

Shantè (Photo right)

Modeling School: Royal Eagles Modeling 

Photographer: Louwrens Koen

Make up: Dries Koekemoer

Hair: Dries Koekemoer

I have been in the modeling industry for just over 2

years now, its my passion. My role model in my life is

my couch, Dries Koekemoer, he really puts allot of

effort and time into all his girls, and he thrives for us to

do our best but also enjoy every moment.

We are all winners no matter if we win or lose, but we

go out to win because that's what we do... WE WIN!!

My moto in life is with God anything is possible, live

your dream to the fullest.

MJ (Photo right)

Photo credit: Adele Smit Photography

Social media: Instagram – beukesmj

Matriculated 2020 at Ligbron

Academy of Technology in Ermelo.

Have always had a passion for off-

road biking.

My plans for 2021 is to join Soltec to

qualify as an electrician. I will still

follow my passion for off-road

motorbiking and do as much race as

possible. I also plan to do the GXCC

race for second time as I placed 7th

on the overall ranking last year.

Yolandi (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Mark Freebs

Social media: Instagram - @yomodelling

Being a young woman in a technical role in the ICT industry, I

am exposed to stereotyping of women in the industry and

also to the lack of diversity on many levels, especially age.

My goal for 2021 is to inspire women to join the industry as

developers, network engineers, cloud architects, etc. The

message behind this particular portrait is that "I am a

successful young professional who can set out goals and

achieve them".

Currently I'm studying towards a Bachelor's Degree and

planning to grow in my professional career. My health and

fitness will be a priority as lockdown can easily affect it if we

do not take care of ourselves.

Being an amateur photographer, I aim to
learn more techniques and better my
photography skills. I am not signed with
any agency, but am open to the
opportunity and would be happy to
collaborate.
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Hair & Make-up: Sparkle Designs

Photography: Wiz Photography by Staecy Manuel



Bianca (Photo left)

Matric year: 2020

Photo credit: Ruth Cruase

I'm Bianca, 18 years old and a proud matric candidate of

2020. After COVID-19 I was not sure we would have a matic

farewell but alas we had one and I was more than ecstatic

to here this news. My matic farewell was one I wanted to

enjoy and I did but not as much as I hoped I would.

I am very very much in love with photography and want to

pursue it as a career in the near future but I also love being in

the spotlight. I love animals just as much and my family as

well even if we might sometimes drive each other insane.

As a girl people assume that you like the
girly things, me on the other hand loves to
get my hands dirty fixing a car and riding
bikes.

But for the sake of my moms sanity I chose to put that aside

and bring out the girly side in me because a matric farewell is

something special that you only get once in a lifetime and I

didn't want to ruin that and I can proudly say that it's been

the best year so far and I'll make it through the rest of the

year

Carmen (Photo right)

Matric year: 2018

Photo credit: Tommy Neuper

Hair & Make-up: Sónita Vermaak – Blush Hair &amp; Beauty

Carmen Cloete, 20 year of age from Ruimsig is more than just

a pretty face! 2018 will always be such a special year for me.

It was the year that I matriculated at Krugersdorp High

School, had the most amazing matric farewell and became

the Commonwealth Karate Champion!

I started karate at the very young age of 6! I am ranked

number 1 in Karate (All Styles) in South Africa in my age and

weight division and specialise in Kumite (fighting).

A few of my accolades include:

• National Protea Karate Team 2013-Current

• Commonwealth Karate Championship 2018 - Gold

• Karate SA National Championship 2019 – Gold

• Karate SA Elite Championship 2019 – Gold

• University Sport SA Championship 2019 – Double Gold

• North West University Junior Sportswoman of the Year 2019

I’m currently a 2nd year BHSC Human Movement Sciences

with Sport Coaching student at North West University and my

aim is to complete my honours in Kinderkinetics (Biokinetics

for children)

Emile & Caitlin (Photo left)

Matric year: 2020

Photo Credit: Tessa’s Photography

Hair & Make Up: Privately done

We are both Matriculating this year but in different

schools, Emile Botes is from Stoffberg High School &

Caitlin Amos is from Oosterlig High School. We have

been dating now for nearly 2 years and with this year

being so tuff with COVID-19, both of us have been doing

so well!

Emile is enjoying sports like rugby and athletics and has

also been part of the 1st rugby team and with this year

being such a roller coaster only got to play 1 game.

He is currently keeping fit in the gym and studying hard

for the end exams. Caitlin is an active girl as well,

enjoyed Hockey when she had the chance to do so this

year and has also been part of the schools POM POM

girls who performed at the Inter High Athletics.

The Matric Farewell was the most amazing night ever,

we went to a private function that was arranged by a

very good friend. We were only 20 couples and the

people who arranged this function went out of their way

to make it a night to remember. There was great food,

we danced, we swam, we jaquizzied, we played pool,

had champagne and lots of fun until the early morning

hours. All of us had the privilege to sleep over to make

sure all is save and could return home in the morning.

Lastly we would like to add how grateful we are for our

parents who has been our biggest support during our

Matric year, also very blessed that God has protected us

and kept us save and healthy to get us through the last

few month of Matric 2020, also thank you to our Schools

for giving us the best of attention to do both our exams

with the proper knowledge.

We are looking forward to go study next year and make

our dreams come true. From Caitlin and myself I would

like to thank you for the opportunity and the selection to

appear in your magazine. We would like to wish all a

Very Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year, may

all be blessed with an amazing 2021!!!!!

Terezcka (Photo right)

Matric year: 2019

Photo credits: Bernice Delport

Hair and make up: Bernice Delport

In life you have to be bold to be beautiful. Be fierce to

succeed. To have faith were there is none and to believe

even when you cannot see yourself there in the future.

I am a model. But I had to give up my dream to focus on

my matric year, but I have learned so much and made

amazing memories.

This is me. I am a designer and artist. I designed my own

matric farewell dress so that I could go on a motorcycle.

A little bit of dare devil but also a little bit sweet. I believe

you only live once so why live in fear. Fear has become a

huge element of our society and because of it so many

dreams has died. I live to the limit, because our only limit

is the sky after all.

We don't live in a fairy-tale, we live in a very cruel world. I

like to think of myself as a support staff . Because when a

woman falls we must be there to pick each other up. We

are all queens . We are all worth it. We can all make it.

Because we are worth it. We are beautiful. We are

women.

Angela (Photo right)

I am 16 years old and my name is Angela Duke. I was invited

go with a friend to his matric farewell which was a private

function due to our school couldn't host one for them.

With this COVID-19 pandemic it has caused a lot of ups and

downs but I must say so many of us kept our faith high and

believing that God will cure this. It has been a very difficult

year for so many people. We need to stand together and be

strong. To remember our social distancing. The most

important part is to wear our masks at all times, sanitizing and

social distancing. We must be considered as so many peoples

life's are at risk.

I look at my sister who has had a very difficult year due to

COVID-19 and couldn't attend school. She sadly has to repeat

her year. We need to remind ourselves that we must think of

others before we think of ourselves.

The matric farewell was amazing. Once again it was

important keep our distance and to remember that we still in

danger as we still dealing with COVID-19. These matrics has

made history and it will be a story they will be telling their

children and grandchildren one day as they made it through

COVID-19. It's a memory that will be part of them to last

forever. I am so lucky to be a part of their matric farewell

which will also be a memory to last forever in my life.

Matric Farewell stories South - Africa
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Photo credits: Henneli Mostert



Nikita & Tammy-Ann (Photo left)

2019 MATRIC

Photographer: Linde from Stephens Photo Lab

Nikita is from Grootfontein Namibia and she is 19 years old. If

you look in the dictionary under the word “shy”, you will find a

picture of Nikita there. Nikita did not want to go to her official

Matric farewell at her school, so we had a private photo

session and our own celebration with her on the grass of her

Primary School and we just had lots of fun with most of her

eight siblings taking part in the photo session.

We ordered her shoes 6 months in advance to have them on

time. Her dress was designed and made by her mother.

Her younger sister Tammy-Ann, (as seen here with her) also

dressed up to play her matric partner in the session. They are

inseparable and everybody is always asking if they are twins,

although Nikita has very dark hair and Tammy is a redhead.

For the photo session, they played on the merry go round on

the playground of the school and she was pushed in a

wheelbarrow by her father and walking the hallways of her

primary school.

It was a very emotional time and the little make up she had

on, was washed away by tears, because not all of her siblings

live in the same town and therefor could not share in the fun.

Not all girls like to shine, but all girls are diamonds.

Isebel (Photo right)

President high school

Cape Town

Photo by Samantha

I am a friendly person and love

to be around people. I love to

cook. I'm adventurous. I am a

chef in training in the SA army.

I want to work myself up in my

work area.

My family motivates me & help

me to keep pushing forward &

be a better person.

Celia (Photo right)

Hair and makeup by : Hair Matrix Photo

credit: Redeemed Photography

2020 Was a hectic year for
matrics , most of us thought
we were not going to get a
farewell , some didn't .

Luckily the parents of our Matric group

came together and through us a party.

Here's to the matrics of 2020

Maryke (Photo left)

Matric year - 2020

Photo credit: Anri Wessels

Hair: Yolande Lategaan

Make- Up: Christa - Mari Jordaan

Venue: Lezar postal (Heidelberg)

Dress: Rina van Rooyen

It is the year 2020 and never in my wildest dreams I

thought that my matric year would be anything like

this. No sport events , no fun with my friends (lock

down) ... and almost no matric farewell.

After the matric farewell was cancelled I made

peace with the decision and focus on my school

work. Luckily a few of the parents started making

plans to organize a matric farewell dance.

Time was limited and my original date and one of my

best friends who lives in New Zeeland was unable to

come to South Africa because of COVID-19 and

travel regulations. A lifelong friend of mine, Dian

Wagenaar came to my Rescue and changed a

dentist appointment to be my partner for the night.

(Thanks Dian,...I know you would rather be at the

dentist.. ha ha)

I dreamed of a white or beige dress of the most

beautiful lace and nice leather boots. Curls in my hair

and an old red Merc ..1968 model. With limited time

we could not find the right lace for my dress. With the

help of Rina, who makes the most beautiful dresses, I

quickly decided on a new dress and material.

The matric farewell was 3 days before our first final

exam paper. There was no chance to be too excited

about the whole day. The final exams was around

the corner. 3 November 2020, and the day of my

matric farewell was finally here. What was supposed

to be one of my happiest days turned out to by one

of my saddest. My 9 year old puggie went to heaven

that morning. My sweet little Tienkerbel was no more.

Everything was just falling apart... But ...

Yolande Lategaan did a great job with my hair

Christa - Mari Jordaan did an amazing job with the

make-up. My mother is also the photographer.

The photos were taken at Lezar wedding Venue near

Heideberg.

My evening was a night to remember and a very

special memory of my matric year, I will never forget.

Lee-Anne & Reuben (Photo right)

Matric year: 2019

Photo credit: Lezel du Toit

My name is Lee-Anne, I was in matric last year. I work hard to

achieve my goals in life and because of this I graduated

matric with four distinctions. At the moment I am a student

phlebotomist at Lancet Laboratories where I get to draw

blood.

I work with patients, nurses and doctors every day. This helped

me a lot with my communication skills, since it's my job to keep

the patients at ease when coming to draw blood.

My matric farewell was the best night of my life, because of

friends and family that made it special and also because I

had the best and most handsome date of everyone there. It

was definitely a night that I am thankful for and that I will

remember for the rest of my life.

Vinessa (Photo right)

Photographer: Anne-Marie Scheepers

About myself: I have my own studio at home in

Krugersdorp for the past 18 months. My passion

for photography started with Wildlife and in

January 2019 I build a studio at home and

started working for myself. I am passionate

about photography and urges to better myself.

Juanette (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ansie Rabie

I am a matric survivor of 2020, 2021 is the start of

a new chapter in my life.

While they are still marking our exam papers, I’ll

be getting ready to start my gap year at ATKV

Post matric, full of excitement and adventure.

Matric Farewell stories South - Africa
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Matric Farewell 2020

Photo credit: Lizl Geel



Dylan (Photo left)

Instagram: @dylanthomas_._

Photographer: Alex Holder - AH Photography

www.ahphoto.co.za

https://www.facebook.com/ahphoto.co.za

I have never previously done a photo shoot and had

one for the first time for my MD this year. I loved the

entire session. Will definitely dwell into this more. I love

being active. I play Golf, Soccer and Hockey. But can

honestly say that Hockey is my passion.

2020 was a weird and difficult and complicated year for

all matriculants. 2021, I hope will be a smoother year for

all us newly matriculated young adults. For 2021 I have

decided to take a gap year.

With this worldwide pandemic, travelling
this year is out of the question. I will be
doing a few courses during 2021.

A Deck Hand Course in Cape Town is
one of the courses that I am looking
forward to, as working on yachts and
cruise liners is my goal for 2022.

Once I am done with the courses planned for 2021 I will

most definitely be opting to travel while working.

Matric Farewell stories South - Africa

Kaybee (Photo right)

Matric year: 2020

2020 was the year of jokes, frustrations,

infatuation and uncertainty about the future As

everyone will say it was not a good year x

agree but out of all the bad things there was

something good for everyone .I spent more

time with my family and once again realized

what they really mean to me, I had more time

spent in myself.

I did not like the idea that we should have

done "home-schooling" because x is not

exactly one who likes it. For me personally it is

better to sit in a classroom.

Everything was different than
before, the fact that we had to

wear masks all day long did not
sit close together for the nice
conversations, the fact that I
could not play netball in my last
year of my school career. Many
of the things I was looking forward
to were taken away even before I
could say goodbye to them.

In the beginning of the confinement, many of

my classmates pulled their heads out. We were

25 Matrics and only 8 of us attended the matric

farewell.

My mom and dad stood by me and felt

because x is their only daughter should and will

give me a farewell. It was not easy but I

appreciate the effort they put into making me

happy.

Kyla & 

Damiam
PPMC January 2021

Photo credit: André du Toit –

Classique Photography
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Elsubie Verlinden is the Director of 33 and Me Talent Agency as

well as 33 and Me Model and Artist Management and

Producer of the International ARTS Talent Showcase, Elsubie is

also the driving force behind many South Africans who have

had the opportunity to achieve and live their International

Dreams.

Elsubie has taken her personal experience as a professional

actress and commercial model in National Films such as Mr

Bones 2 with Leon Schuster and numerous National Series such

as Binnelanders, Egoli and Scandal and paired it with her

International on set experience for BBC, Hallmark Series “Wild

at Heart” and Bollywood Films as well as 21 National and 17

International TV Commercials to create an environment for

aspiring artists to achieve in the Industry. Elsubie has dedicated

her life to the Entertainment industry and the proof is in the

success of the Local and International Artists and Models that

she Manages.

Her models have booked brands such as: Hugo Boss, NBA,

Dolce & Gabbana and walked the runways of New York

Fashion Week, LA Fashion Week, SA Fashion Week and

Mercedes Benz Fashion Week. International Films such as The

Giver with Meryl Street, Avengers, Disneys Queen of Katwe

with Lupita Nyongo, The Journey is the Destination, 24 Hours to

Live with Ethan Hawke and The Last Post.

Singers under Elsubie’s management have made it through to

the Television rounds of American Idol, performed in the world-

renowned Apollo Theatre and Bitter end, and graced the

theatres in New York as working artists. Taylor Swifts music video

Bad Blood as well as Broadway has seen the feet of dancers

that Elsubie brought to the USA. She further excels in furthering

local Artists talent by providing International Education as the

Agent for the New York Film Academy helping secure partial

scholarships for local artists to study in the USA.

“We might be a 3rd world country, but we have 1st world

potential” is one of the quotes from Elsubie Verlinden that has

inspired 1000s of South Africans to live their dreams. Elsubie has

a great passion for the entertainment, film, fashion and music

industry and certainly one for making local and international

dreams become a living reality!

ELOUISE JANSE VAN RENSBURG - Director of Admissions for IATS

With being in the industry for the past 11 years, Elouise has scouted

Artists and Models granting them the opportunity to launch their

career Nationally and Internationally. Elouise is the Director of

Admissions and National Talent Scout for The International ARTS

Talent Showcase hosted annually in Johannesburg.

Elouise has also been part of the forefront Television Industry by

making appearances in the following commercials and

productions: Wild at Heart – Hallmark Production, Vodacom

Soccer World Cup TV Commercial, Telkom Soccer World Cup TV

Commercial, Binnelanders, 7de Laan and Judging at numerous

events and pageants with training in Modeling and has attended

workshops in Theatre and Acting.

Elouise keeps making sure that her knowledge of the Industry is up

to date guiding young talent and to share their journey making

their dreams a reality!

SAM WILLIAMS - Creative Director

Sam started her first degree in photography while working for a

project management company where she also gained a

project management certificate and experience in event

management and marketing. During this period she also ran

her own events company for live music in and around

Johannesburg until she achieved her first national diploma,

which lead her to begin studying her international diploma in

photography.

It was soon after this that Sam began working for the Fashion

line Dore and gained an excessive amount of knowledge in

fashion and modeling. After a year Sam opened her own

studio and specialized in Model Portfolios and events, working

large scale events such as Mrs. South Africa, Miss Mamelodi

Sundowns and many others.

After working at Just You Model and Artist Management as the

Head Booker for over 5 years where she was able to secure

over 250 jobs for numerous artists in the agency including

International Films and National TV Series.

Sam discovered that individual artist management was the

next step, teamed up with Director Elsubie Verlinden and

launched 33 and Me. Sam has a passion for helping others

achieve their dreams and getting artists of different talents on

set and working in the industry.

ELIZABETH JANSE VAN RENSBURG - Talent

Scout

Lizzie has been in and around the Film and

Fashion Industry for many years and is part of

the Administrative Team for the International

ARTS Talent Showcase. She is also a Talent

Scout and is able to spot some incredible

potential to audition at our Nationwide

Auditions.

Lizzie is extremely passionate about helping

aspiring artists and individuals showcase their

potential and making their dreams possible.

TENDAI DEGMAR NGURUVE - Administrative Controller and

Talent Scout for IATS

Tendai has been involved in the film, fashion and health industry

for 13 Years. She has a passion for people and is driven by

watching and guiding others to make their dreams a reality.

Tendai drives the foundation of our company with experience,

expertise, skills and faith. A heart filled with gold to give more

then she expects, and to commit wholeheartedly to making an

impact in this world. As Administrative controller, Tendai also

earns her stripes as a Talent Scout for The International ARTS

Talent Showcase and works as the Personal Assistant to our

Director Elsubie Verlinden.

HEINRICH LOUWRENS

Heinrich is a Triple-Threat Artist with numerous credits behind his

name in the Fashion, Film, Television, and Commercial Industry.

His vast experience in the Entertainment Industry includes

commercial bookings, featured TV appearances, and featured

roles in multiple Netflix productions. It goes without saying that

the entertainment industry is his ultimate passion.

Heinrich has attended a multitude of local and international

industry-related workshops, including the likes of the New York

Film Academy and International Casting Director Rhavynn

Drummer.

Heinrich has a defined eye for scouting new talent and has an

extreme passion for helping aspiring artists reach their full

potential. Apart from training artists in acting and modelling, he

also inspires and motivates every artist to develop additional skills

and not to ever limit themselves to one talent.

RAYDON BORCHARDS - Talent Scout

Raydon Borchards, stylist extraordinaire Hails from the Eastern

Cape where he grew up and attended school In Port Elizabeth.

Working from a young age in many different sectors, he has

acquired a vast variety of skills that he wishes to share with many

young aspiring artists Joining 33 and Me Talent Agency.

With significant Modelling industry exposure, training and

expertise from a noticeably young age, supplemented by the

Public Relations Qualification to his name.

Raydon aims to inspire young artists in all facets of the

entertainment industry - From kicking off their careers to

ultimately building their empires; powerfully, professionally and

successfully.

JOHNNY BLACK - Talent Scout and Booker at 33 and Me Talent

Agency

As a six-figure booking artist, Johnny has amassed a myriad of

experience within the acting and modelling spheres of the industry.

He has been with the agency and in the industry for over 5 years

and has booked featured roles and stills for Vodacom, Wimpy, Med

shield, We Chat, Mutual & Federal and KFC to name but a few.

He has performed on an international level and has received

callbacks from multiple international agencies including Silver

Model Management and Marie P. Anderson. He also received a

scholarship from the New York Film Academy.

Johnny is truly passionate about the industry. He consistently strives

to build his repertoire of techniques and skills and enjoys educating

artists from fledgeling to professional on perfecting these techniques

and skills to maximize their casting to booking conversion rates. He is

also a singer, pianist and producer.



Rose (Photo left)

Agency: 33 And Me Talent Agency

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography

Stylist: Nathan Muller and Raydon Borchards

Positive and upbeat, professional and skilled at helping

visitors feel welcome in the studio or any other casting

area. I have the ability to connect and pull crowd and

viewers along and take them through the emotional

journey while presenting or acting . Reliable and

punctual. Proven willingness to take on any task to

support the crew / team to complete the work on

targeted time.

FANO TV

Presenter

scriptwriter

Camera operator

voice - over artist

Skills

• Writing and editing scripts for upcoming shows

• Operating camera for ongoing shows

• Prepping and doing shows for voice overs

• Collating, organizing and liaising with guests for shows

• Prepping for presenting live shows Henry E hair

Boutique Hairdresser March 2012–May 2015

• Provide beauty services, such as shampooing, cutting,

coloring, and styling hair, and massaging and treating

scalp.

• Cutting hair to performing scalp treatments.

shampooing, cutting, and styling hair, though they may

also provide hair treatments, including deep

conditioning, permanents, hair colouring, and weaving

Munzhedzi (Photo right)

I am an energetic, highly motivated and a well-

groomed individual, a mother of one (daughter), a part

time netball player and an artist signed with 33 and me

talent agency.

I was born and raised in Thohoyandou in the Limpopo

Province, and have since moved to Gauteng to further

my studies and acquire employment.

I am a BA (Honors) graduate in the field of Public

Management and governance, completed through

the University of Johannesburg. I am currently

employed by the Department of Trade, Industry and

Competition serving under the Office of the Chief

Director within the Export Promotion and Marketing

division.

I am an advocate for poverty alleviation and have

volunteered at the Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Southern Africa, Tshwane City Parish to serve in the

Diaconate Ministry which strives to support and provide

for families that are less fortunate.

I possess the ability to tackle any
challenge and strive to achieve the
best at all times through opportunities
that promote and encourage
development, professional growth and
leadership.

Keabetswe (Photo left)

My name is Keabetswe I am a 14 years old

from Bela Bela I have Signed up with

33_and_me_talent_agency. I Speak 3

languages, Afrikaans, English and Sotho.

My goal is to become an actress.
Love hanging out with friends and
watching movies and television.

Nosipho (Photo left)

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography

Stylist: Raydon

My name is Nosipho Anele Tiyo, I'm 20 years

old. I was born and bred in Gauteng,

Johannesburg. I am an aspiring actress, signed

by 33andme talent Agency. I'm currently

studying at Boston media house, doing Film

and Television.

Lesedi (Photo left)

My name is Lesedi Lethoba, I am 12 years of

age. Ever since I've known myself, I wanted to

be an Actor and a story writer. I find myself lost

in the movies when I'm watching on the big

screens.

I want to inspire teenagers like me who dreams

to be Actors, teenagers who dream to make it

big in acting but discouraged and thinking

they can't make it, because of where they

come from, their background and their

environment.

I want them to see that everything is possible, it

doesn't matter where you come from, you only

have to work harder today than yesterday.

Arinna (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes 

(DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie 

Verlinden

I'm a girl of family for 2boy's and 3girls

I am the last born. I came to South

Africa in 2016 by the purpose of

studying.

Modeling has been my
passion since I was very
young. My dream is to be
a very successful Models
in the industry.

Rose Nika (Photo right)

I am Rose Nika Khoza, I was born on the 2nd of

September 1983.I grew up in a rural settlement called

Winterveldt, where I schooled from my primary level till I

graduated high school in 2003.

I am currently busy pursuing my currently discovered

singing talent, I have also joined a group called A &D

production musicians where I am learning more about

music and getting vocal exercises.

MY ASPIRATIONS

• Being a part model

• Being a singer

I want to open a drop in centre, which is currently in

process. My aim is to help under privileged children

and families. The centre will be helping out with food,

clothes and other essentials. It will also help pupils with

their school works such as homework, assignments &

other activities to keep them away from the street.

MY MOTTO -Never forget who you are, where you

come from and where you see yourself in the future.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Alexa (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

Alexa Skosana was born in Gauteng Pretoria, September

2nd, 2005 and lives in Gauteng, Centurion. Alexa is the 4th

child in her blended family of seven, that includes her

parents, two older brothers, an older sister and a younger

brother. Alexa’s peers describe her as energetic,

dynamic, optimistic and fun to be around.

She began her schooling at Charlton Vos private school

and from grade3 she transferred to Curro independent

schools; where she was introduced to Ballet dancing

often referred to as the backbone of dance and

subsequently discovered Hip-hop / free style dancing.

Alexa’s hobbies & interest are:

• Hip Hop Dancing, instrumentalist; fashion as a form of

expression

Her Goals are:

• Entrepreneurship, commercial modelling, professional

dancing

A good chocolate takes her to her
happy place!

Christopher (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

Christopher Skosana (better known as Chris) is a 20 year old

young man who enjoys the simple things in life.

Chris is the 3rd child in his blended family of seven, that includes

her parents, older brother, an older sister and a younger sister

and brother.

He completed his matric in 2017 and is now currently completing

his first qualification in Computer Science at the Pearson Institute.

Chris’s hobbies & interest are:

His interests in gaming, anime, production and design makes him

look at the world and technology in a very inquisitive way.

His Goals are:

Acting, Cloud computing specialist, adverts;
there's still so much to explore and realise is
what he would say.

Kingsley A (Photo left)

Kingsley A. Edike, popularly known as

Kediks is the CEO of Kediks Entertainment,

originally from Kwale area of Delta State

Nigeria, Kingsley started playing the drums

at an early age nurturing his skills in church

drama and boys brigade.

He is a Nigerian actor who has featured in

various award winning Nollywood movies,

South African series and short stories, a

music producer, and a songwriter who

continues to write hit songs for numerous

artists .

Rudo (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

My name Rudo Glaudette Nester Chingosho ,

18 years of age. I am a Commercial model.

Currently a student doing my second year. I

am a very bubbly person, always smiling, am

very passionate about what I do.

Love working under pressure can multi-task. A

people's person and a great personality too.

Ntokozo (Photo right)

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards & Elsubie

Verlinden

My name is Ntokozo Goqo, I am 47 years

of age an African child, a Mom, a sister,

an Aunt & a respectful daughter. I work in

a Financial sector, I'm a part time model,

hopefully soon become full time.

I'm a single Mom, raising a beautiful girl,

with values to become an independent

courageous bold successful woman in the

near future. Family is everything to me, I

strive to excel in what I do. I love fashion,

outdoor life, holidays. I smile a lot because

I want to be permanently happy. I love a

beautiful life.

Snothile (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannes 

(DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie 

Verlinden

Snothile Goqo, She's 12 years old,

raised by a single Mom. Reside in

Johannesburg South, Have great

passion for dance, an A student at

Park Senior Primary currently doing Grd

6.

Has great dreams to become a

renowned fashion model & has a

vision to grace the runway one day.

When not doing school work Snothile

loves to explore with her hands

(drawing).

Siena (Photo left)

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie

Verlinden

Sienna Ho is 12 years old and 1.7 m tall. She

loves swimming and netball. Her passions

are singing, acting and modeling and she

was the lead actress in the school play in

2019.

She has a love of reading and learning but

ultimately she wants to be on stage as this is

where she is happiest.

Natasha (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

I am a single super mom to 2 teenagers and an

Entrepreneur. I enjoy the outdoors, fitness, art and

reading. I'm outgoing, enthusiastic and always

positive with a go-getter attitude! My motto: Always

remain true to yourself!

I joined 33 and Me Talent agency at the beginning

of August 2020, and in the last 3 weeks I have done

a shoot for Binnelanders. As well as successfully

auditioned for the International Arts Talent Showcase

in October 2020.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Sebo (Photo left)

Sebo Moabelo, born in Gauteng Johannesburg 1996, is an

aspired performer, creative producer and theatre

practitioner.

He has been in the performing arts almost his whole life,

starting with 'speech and drama' in primary school,

attending 'Helen O' Grady' Drama Academy throughout

the duration of his primary and high school career and

finally majoring in the dramatic arts at Rhodes University.

Sebo has been in a plethora of theatre productions, which

have also featured in the National Arts Festival fringe

programs. Sebo has also played extras and supporting

characters in, more notably, Hollywood blockbuster film

"Machine Gun Preacher" and M-net's "The Wild",

respectively.

Sebo continues to strive to in his creative
and performative career, learning from
and teaching others, growing as an
individual.

Omobolanle (Photo right)

Omobolanle Kayode James a Nigerian living in South Africa is a

registered professional architectural technologist, group exercise

instructor and a lover of theatre art.

Driven by a passion to make the world habitable for all its

inhabitants, Omobolanle does not just utilize this in his

architectural practices, but also in his exhibition in front of

audience at different plays and dramatizations performed at

religious and academic gatherings.

He always ensures his characters depicts
reality whereby leaving the question “how do I
change the world around me?” in the minds of
those present.

The global occurrences in the year 2020, did get Omobolanle

reflecting and realizing one can do more starting now as to

waiting for tomorrow as such, he did reach out to 33 and Me

Talent Agency to help him in the actualization of his goals

through proper training, management and much more. For

Omobolanle, nothing is ever too late to start as long as you are

focus and true to yourself.

Khanya (Photo left)

Khanya Sosibo is a woman with a creative and strategic mind

, who is passionate about media as a tool for empowering

African women and youth, through impactful and effective

engagement . A graduate from the University of KwaZulu

Natal- Khanya holds a Bachelor’s degree with a double major

in Business Management and Marketing.

She further holds a certificate in Strategic Leadership from the

Gordon Institute of Business Science and a Certificate in

African Thought Leadership from the Thabo Mbeki African

Leadership Institute and is a YALI RLC SA 2017 fellow. Khanya’s

passion for broadcasting was ignited when she joined

campus radio in 2008 and she has never looked back since.

After a stint in corporate SA - whilst still doing radio on

weekends - in 2015 she finally took the leap of faith and

decide to catch her dream and pursue radio fulltime.

She has since worked on both retail and regional commercial

stations in Cape Town and hosted a wealth of corporate and

musical events, including the Cape Town International Jazz

Festival.

A firm believer in living a life of purpose, Khanya has invested

much of her time in social entrepreneurial projects , such as

Bantu Hikers, a non-profit organization she co-founded 2015,

that seeks to empower first generational university students,

using hiking as a tool to facilitate mentorship, wellness and

networking with professionals from similar backgrounds. She is

also a director at Ikasi Creative, also a non-profit organization,

that provides film, TV and radio training to unemployed rural

youth, using mobile technology.

Khanya looks forward to positively promoting the African

continent by creating spaces that will ensure representation

in areas where there is little or none for women and youth. .

Now having made Johannesburg her home, Khanya if fired

up to new challenges that will see her grow in the media

industry and the social entrepreneurial space.

Simphiwe (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannes (Danzfuss Photography)

My name is Simphiwe Vala I was born in Duduza Ekurhuleni

Gauteng. My grandparents raised me after my parents died at a

young age.

I attended school at Dalinceba Primary school then proceeded to

high school at Sebonelo Esihle Secondary school were I completed

my matric.

After passing my matric, I studied Electrical Engineering atTlamoga

TVET College, which I sadly did not complete due financial

constraints. I started working in 1999 until currently I am working as

a millwright (Electromechanician).

I always envision myself to be a performer, model or an actor one

day ,I use to enter competitions and will win. I once entered

MrDuduza were I won second Prince. I had no support system to

assist me in making my dreams come true until I met Soso Immortal.

I have the potential to be the best I can be.

Keabetswe (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics
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My name is Keabetswe Dulci Baloyi. I am 14years of age

and I am passionate about modelling. I am a fashion

model, editorial fashion model, fashion catalogue model,

runway model and I also enjoy TV commercials and acting. I

am fluent in Afrikaans, English and Northern Sotho.

I am 5’4 tall, dark in complexion, with natural black afro hair

which allows me the liberty to explore different hair styles

that suits different campaigns.

I started my modelling career at a very young age. In 2017, I

joined AJ Models in Bela Bela, where I learned the

fundamental principles of modelling. I was awarded the

certificate for the BEST SMILE. I had the opportunity to

participate in freeze modelling for Edgars and Pep store

summer campaigns.

I took part in different beauty pageants and won Miss

Bushveld Junior 2019. My journey so far has taught me the

importance of self-discipline, personal presentation and the

ability to engage with different people from all walks of life. I

bring energy and passion to every project I work on.

I am currently represented by 33 & Me Talent Agency. I

have done further training with the agency and I’m ready

to take on the modelling world.

Nontando (Photo right)

I still attend school doing grade 4 at Alberview Primary . School

activities : Swimming, running. Hockey, public speaking and

dancing.

I love dancing, Modeling, Acting and Singing.

I love taking photos for fashion brands, Doing
Tik-tok videos, doing my YouTube videos,
taking Instagram pictures.

I aspire to be an international modeling, acting and dancing.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Sanelisiwe (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Sanelisiwe Dlepu (often referred to as Saneh) is a 25 year

old aspiring film and television actress. However, she has

acting experience from performing in several theatre

productions. In 2018, Saneh formed part of the Walter

Sisulu University theatre production where she played

manier leading roles, and she has recently joined the

University of Johannesburg theatre production (2020).

Saneh’s creative abilities began with poetry

performances in 2012, as such she is often described as a

poet by most. She has performed in events such as: talent

shows, gala dinners, conferences, radio performances

(UCR), memorials, weddings and manier ceremonies.

Moreover, she has been performing to small crowds and

even larger audiences in auditoriums, theatre stages and

even stadiums.

Her love for art and entertainment/media grew into being

an MC for various events during her undergraduate years;

as well as being a presenter. Although Saneh has not

appeared on screens for her presenting skills, she has

entered for presenting auditions (such as the NSFAS

presenter search) where she made it to the top 20 from

thousands of contestants. Ultimately, not only is she an

aspiring television actress but also an aspiring TV

presenter. Saneh’s values include consistency, self-

motivation and resilience, and these collectively

influence her to be a results-driven, optimistic, determined

and creative individual.

Sanelisiwe Dlepu is a native of UMzimkhulu location, in

KwaZulu Natal, however she now lives in Auckland Park,

Johannesburg. Apart from the above commitments,

Sanelisiwe is a registered student of the University of

Johannesburg, where she is currently completing her MSc

in Environmental Management. Saneh is often described

by people as some who is extroverted, talented and

multi-creative. She has the ability to work individually as

well as a member of a team in rendering the highest level

of professionalism, towards making every task a success.

Her communication and interpersonal skills are her easily

recognisable character traits, together with her

resourceful approach to creative –thinking. Some of

Saneh’s creative work is shared on her social media

platforms: Instagram – @saneh_dlepu, Facebook –

Sanelisiwe Dlepu and YouTube – Saneh Dee. For further

communication and more information, she is also

contactable on the above mentioned email and contact

number.

Katleho (Photo right)

Katleho is now an IFBB Professional League

Title holder, personal trainer and a fitness

model as well. Katleho is a sportsman, he's

selling supplements and gym wear.

Katleho Shasha first started lifting when he

was 21 years old as a skinny guy wanting

to improve his strength and overall size. He

was inspired to go further when he met a

friend who was very muscular and ripped.

Katleho asked his friend how he managed

to get so big. His friend replied that he

bought some weights and would do his

workouts at home. Katleho bought a set of

weights and with no delay. Ever since that

moment, Katleho fell in love with

bodybuilding.

Mpho (Photo right)
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Mpho Ndou (15) a learner from

Bracken High School has been

focusing on turning her dreams into

reality from the age of (7) I have a

huge passion for acting. I love being

infront of the camara.

I believe I will make it far
in the entertainment
industry.

Janete (Photo left)
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My name is Janete Francisco, I was born in Angola, Luanda in

1996. I came to South Africa at the age of one. I grew up in

South Africa and currently reside in Johannesburg. I was

raised by a single mom and I have 3 older siblings.

I have always been more inclined to the arts rather than

academics but I still excelled quite well in both. Growing up I

loved playing soccer (football) and loved dancing. I played

soccer and did athletics throughout my schooling, at some

point I played basketball as well.

In high school I was Chairperson of the Representative

Council of Learners(Head Girl) and just couldn't wait to

finished school.

I attended Varsity College after high school completing two

courses, Strategic Marketing and Business Management. The

same year I joined a football club named JVW FC (Janine

Van Vyk Football Club) in Bedfordview. I played attacking

Medfield/wing and striker.

The following year I commenced my studies at Boston City

Campus & Business College where I obtained my Diploma in

Financial Accounting.

In 2019 I achieved one my dreams by becoming part of

dance studio: DanceItStudioSA and I performed at Le Grand

Ball in December of 2019 placing 3rd in the dance

afromovement category.

I am looking forward to see how far I will get in my dance

career and looking forward to see what else God has in store

for me.

My name is Janete Irina Goncalves Francisco. I am an

Accountant that dances and plays soccer

Onako (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics
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My name is Onako Madyibi, I'm 21 years old, born and

bred in Eastern Cape. I am currently in Bloemfontein,

studying diploma in Electrical engineering.

I've always enjoyed being in the spotlight to a point

whereby in primary school I entered a modeling pageant

and I obtained 3rd place.

In high school I participated in public speaking and

debates competitions and I used to attend dancing

lessons(Ballroom and Latin)on my spare time.

I then decided to join a 33 and me talent agency to help

me make my passion for acting and modeling become

reality. So I am an aspiring actress and model.

My aspirations and goals are to learn new skills and

become an expert in what I do, being it in modeling or

acting. I want to become a household name and leave a

legacy.

I want to model for clothing companies,
be on magazine covers and billboards.

I want to be on both national and international Movies,

soapies and series.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency
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15 year old Naima Mkhize is an Islamic believer hailing

from Durban, who at first glance appears introverted

,however once you get to know her ,you’ll soon unearth

a fun ,witty and perhaps even sassy spirit.

The multitalented teen is more than a pretty face, she is

gifted both academically and creatively. A street

dancer since the tender age of 9.

Naima has completed extensively, garnering first place

position for her solo freestyle in 2019 at the inter-high

competition.

The young fashionista is a sneaker head,
who finds expression through listening to
music and cooking.

An advocate for self-worth as a young woman, Naima is

passionate about encouraging her peers to be

confident in their individuality and believes her dream to

become a world renowned entertainer ,will enable her

to lead by example.

Sandile (Photo left)

I was raised by a single mother in a small town called Estcourt

and I grew up like any other kasi child with a frequent visit to

the rurals (Empendle).

I did my junior and senior schooling at Drakensview primary

and Estcourt High school. Played hockey and rugby

respectively throughout my basic education. After matric I

moved to Bloemfontein, Freestate in pursuit of a BA Media

studies and Journalism degree which I obtained in 2012.

During my university years I joined the South African National

Defence Force which was a dream come true because I've

always wanted to in the military from an early age and I've

been in the military for 9 years now.

I'm young voice over artist that has done a couple of voice

Overs for various brands and government departments.

I'm a jolly young blood with a grape taste for good wine and I

enjoy spending time with family outdoors. I'm an adventurous

person that enjoys bungee jumping, snorkeling, ziplining,

hiking and mountain climbing to name a few.

My recent career highlight is receiving a letter of appreciation

from the presidency for my support and cooperation in

flattening the curve of the COVID-19 pandemic. Such

acknowledgement from the presidency is career making for

any young Lieutenant in the SANDF.

My aspirations are to be amongst the top voice over artists in

the country, a general in the army, best tv presenter, and the

greatest rugby commentator.

Cailyn & Madelein (Photo right)

Cailyn Smit: I am Cailyn Smit and I have recently

started working as a child model. I have a huge

passion for acting and I love being in front of the

camera. I mainly shoot fashion, editorials, and kids

products and brands but I also enjoy creative

projects like painting or dress up. I am currently

signed with 33 and Me Talent Agency and work with

individual photographers.

I am the proud brand ambassador for The Whizkidz

Box Although my photos have not yet been

published in any magazines or campaigns I know

that this new kid on the block will be making waves in

the industry soon. I am available for photoshoots in

Gauteng, but available to travel to other destinations

as well.. I am tall (1.32 cm), long hair natural brunette

with slightly tanned skin, I have big blue eyes. I enjoy

working with photographers and agencies that have

a creative approach. I bring my energy and passion

for modeling to every project I work on.

Madelein Hendricks: I am a spirited and dedicated

HR Professional who is passionate about Human

Resources, people and linking the two together. I

pride myself on my experience within HR and

recruitment over the last 10 years. I took the

knowledge of the field and integrated it with my

unique perspectives and decided to start my own

company which holds the core values of being the

best, with the element of being different and having

an impact.

I am a very hands on person that actively recruits

while still running my business. I am involved in all

aspects of the process, from design to marketing,

promoting people to companies and encouraging

my own staff to excel and provide the best customer

experience for our clients.

I have been a speaker at various schools,

conferences and industry related forums and

sincerely strive to have a lasting impact on the

industry and each person that I interact with. I pride

myself on being extremely approachable, dedicated

to the cause and a “die-on-my-sword-for-HR” kind of

lady. I answer calls directly from the office and I don’t

channel things through a receptionist – I`m always

willing to speak to candidates and clients, so I make

myself available 24/7.

I now lead a team of brilliant, sometimes overworked,

recruitment specialists. Under my leadership, they

aim to give every company in need of recruitment, a

solution that is long lasting and valuable. HR

Company Solutions has an impressive record of

providing consistent employment solutions for all of

our clients. My vision is to epitomize the quote that I

live by and encourage all around me to work

towards the same goal– “Only hire the kind of people

who you would work for.” – Mark Zuckerberg

I am a mom too, with two wonderful kids. I enjoy

family life with my partner – my passion for work is

balanced out by the fun, love and support that my

family gives me.

Boitumelo (Photo left)

Boitumelo Tshetlanyane is a young lady who is born in a

small town in Northwest called Mafikeng. She attended

her childhood schooling within the town at Sol Plaatjie

primary and secondary before setting her eyes on

becoming a Mining Engineer from the University of the

Witwatersrand. Throughout her university days, Boitumelo

has been actively involved in dance, photography and

modeling having promoted small and upcoming brands

such as Budatapes lifestyle based in Johannesburg.

Tumie, as she is commonly known, is an outgoing person

who loves traveling, blogging and vlogging and has

invested her time into building her YouTube image,

affectionately known as "The Rich Auntie" . She is

currently working within the mining industry and is actively

pursuing her aspirations of becoming a notable

commercial model and tv presenter.

Yondela (Photo left)
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“YONDELA SIHLOBO a wife and

mother of 2. she is an Accountant

and currently works as an Audit

Manager. She is an entrepreneur and

philanthropist. She is also model, She

holds various pageant titles both

local and continental.

She enjoys travelling a spending time

with her family. She strongly believes

that in order to be the BEST, YOU

need to embrace your UNIQUENESS “.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency
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I'm Pethile Kose from Eastern Cape in a

city called Umtata. I'm 15 years old and I

come from a quite small family and I was

raised by a single parent by the name of

Fanny Kose.

I have 3 siblings and I'm the last born and

the only girl. I studied in holy cross

education centre presently, I am in grade

8 at St Ursulas. I am residing in

Johannesburg at West Rand Krugersdorp

persuing a career in acting.

Otshepeng (Photo left)
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“Otshepeng Khoza,born and spent a few years of my

childhood in Rustenburg, North West in a small village called

Lerome .The daughter of John and Christina Khoza .I am the

second born of 2 siblings. Moved to Pretoria when I was 4 years

old and attended Pennis preschool. And later Laerskool

Eendracht from grade 1 to 7.

In grade 7 I was given an amazing opportunity of becoming a

Prefect. Joined the school Choir at Die Hoërskool Langenhoven

and developed a passion for performing. And in grade 8 I

participated in Hockey .Started a makeup tutorial in 2019 with

my friend and sister called 'Glowup Makeup & tutorials’ .

Finally completed my Matric in 2017 and decided to further

study at the University of South Africa ,currently studying law

.Joined 33 & Me Talent Agency in 2020 to fulfil my dreams of

becoming an actress and commercial model Motto :Always

believe that something wonderful is about to happen.

Myka (Photo left)
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(DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie 

Verlinden

Myka is a lively, passionate girl who

loves to model, hang out with friends

and do other creative things. She is

dedicated and fun loving with a smile

that makes everyone feel welcomed.

Her big dream currently is to model

clothes on a billboard for big SA

brands. She is part of 33 and Me Talent

Agency and hopes to make waves in

the industry.

Othembele (Photo right)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

My name is Othembele Sukude I was born in Eastern at

Lusikisiki in 2000 September 20 after few years I went to

North West to complete my high school After my matric I

took a gap year which helped me to focus more in myself

and my dreams.

My goals are to become an actress and a singer, have my

own studio and also my personality Tv show. I used to

perform in high school to make myself more confident

around people or audience I also went to SA idols audition

to grow my singing skills.

I'm the first born at Sukude family I was raised by my both

parents.

Now I'm currently staying in Johannesburg to peruse my

dreams of being an actor and a singer.. I take singing and

acting both as my career because I have so much love for

them and I believe in myself.

I recently got selected to go to America to represent South

Africa at the world’s largest talent convention in New York

City. I have faith and believe that I will make it and my

dreams will come true I am a go getter

My motto :BE IN IT TO WIN IT

Loide (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

Loide Ndemueda, is a 23-year-old woman. Born In Bela-Bela,

Limpopo Province. Growing up in a Village called

Vingerkraal. Loide has two older brothers and she is now the

only girl. In her first year of secondary education, at the age

of 12, she was deliberately set on fire by a wealthy man,

back in 2010, the 13th of July.

This happened just after World Cup, 17 children were badly

burnt, and the fire led to the death of her little sister and 9

close friends. After many years of her not going to school, she

still managed to fight against all odds and finished her matric

in 2016. Loide is currently studying in Degree in Public

Administration as a Fulltime Student.

Community Services

Although Loide was going through lot of operations, she still

wanted to be out there giving back to the community. She

held a Sunday school reading at the Slovo Squatter Camp

every Sunday and every time She goes home, as many

children are deprived of education. Loide joined the

Desmond Tutu Fellowship in 2016.

It is a leadership development programme for young African

leaders, who want to impact the world. Since Loide has

always believed in change, She demonstrated great

leadership, by identifying norms that are affecting our

society. Yali Network it is a Young African leaders Initiative. It

is investing in the upcoming leaders, who are educators,

Innovators and activist.

Loide has been participating through online
activisms. One major one which was

affecting a lot of people worldwide was
GBV. Gender Based Violence is a major
problem, in South Africa.

Kamogelo (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

My name is Kamogelo Baloyi, I am a model

signed at 33 and me talent agency. I’m 12

years old I have a passion for the Arts and

would like to a renowned actress in the future.

Bongani (Photo left)

Activities: Bodybuilding, soccer, running and cycling .I

love dancing, listening to music.

I love acting taking photos for fashion brand .

I've been featured in Binnelanders soapie
short listed in Lego advert.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Ludina (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes (DanzfussPhotography)

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Stylist: Raydon Borchards and Elsubie Verlinden

I come from a background where no one dares to dream

of, but where we dream from breaking it, as one the

greatest achievements.

I live in a township that lacks basic infrastructure and

basic human needs such as toilets and adequate water. I

was born into a diverse family where my parents are from

different cultures. This made me a victim of the first

xenophobic attacks in south Africa. I am one of the many

South African children who were not raised by their

biological parents. But rather I was raised by my

phenomenal aunt who made sure to give me everything

she could with the little she had.

We’ve moved from one place to another searching for a

better life. To make sure we do not fall under the

breadline my aunt has been a hairdresser, a shebeen

queen, a domestic worker where lived in the backroom

for some years and a street vendor selling fruits and

vegetables among other things.

I am a compassionate young lady who embodies the

definition of a diverse South Africa child. Being able to

communicate in 6 languages has been the greatest gift

ever as it allowed me to communicate with people of

different cultures and walks of life.

My background is my power as it inspires me to work

towards my goals so that I can be the change I want to

see in the world. I’ve carried the love for children from a

young age, hence it’s no surprise I choose a Education in

foundation phase. I believe in inspiring, educating and

empowering young minds so that they grow into powerful

beings with dreams so big that not even our forefathers

could afford to believe in them. I believe many South

Africans will relate to my story and this will inspire them to

realise how bright their futures when their mindset is

powerful

I aim to prove that coming from a disadvantaged

background does not mean we are incapable of

achieving great dreams. I believe in uplifting others and

giving them opportunities. As much as I come from a

disadvantaged background, I am proof that when

people look beyond your struggles and circumstances,

they empower you to have big dreams and believe in

yourself regardless of where you come from.

As a child I suffered 3rd degree burns which affected my

self-esteem greatly and as a result I always tried hiding

them in order to fit in at school. As a Model I want to add

to the many definitions of what beauty means by

breaking stereotypes. I want to represent the younger me

who doubted and hid herself because she never saw big

scars like hers being represented in pageantries.

As a Model I will be the ground shaker of social injustices

and my background will earn respect in society and

people will never be looked down because of their

background.

Zintle (Photo right)

Achievements: certificate in Leadership, best team player of the

year and top coordinator.

Skills: Modeling. Singing, acting , personal training, soccer and

running.

Attributes: Talkative, friendly, hardworking, self-motivated and

driven.

Personal values: Health, determination, achievement, courage,

Ubuntu ,courage, dependability, friendship, creativity, adventure

and respect.

Another activities: Taking pictures for my Instagram and Facebook.

Going to the gym, morning runs. Motivational speaker, family

gatherings, reading and listening to music.

Aspiration: to become an international modeler, media personality

and influencer.

Mncedisi (Photo left)

Activities: played soccer ,skate, play

a tad bit of basketball, sketch,

paint.

I like sketching, painting, playing

games, dressing up nice, taking

pictures, watching movies.

I’m interested in Modeling and

sustaining campaigns for big brands

and commercial Modeling and just

to grow as an influencer.

Thabile (Photo left)

EXPERIENCE 2016

• Milan Models

• Crowned MissSelfie Queen.

• Crowned FaceOfNorkem.

• Walked runways and poise For local designers.

EDUCATION 2016

• MSC BUSINESS COLLEGE

• Minutes, meeting & co-ordinat

• Computer proficiency Bookings

Athini (Photo left)

My name is Athini Sinoyolo lubuzo,I was born and bred in

Eastern Cape, Mpondoland in a little town called Libode.

After completing my Primary School, I moved to Zingisa

Comprehensive High School where I discovered and fell in

love with modelling and acquired experience through

numerous modeling competitions.

Ever since my journey began I managed to develop

excellent verbal communication skills and the ability to work

well with other people, concentration and listening skills

helped me to go forward with my modeling career. Physical

fitness and endurance are the most important things as well

as patience I am a goal driven business woman and

entrepreneur.

During my Tertiary Studies I managed to obtain a Diploma in

Business management at Esayidi Tvet which provided me

with the adequate and advanced knowledge, skills and

competencies in the key functional areas of management

and business with the commercial environment, but my

passion and love for modelling grew.

In Early 2020, I came across 33 and me talented agency

where I have decided to audition and took part in

international arts talent showcase in Johannesburg, where I

have received a formal international models and talent

association invitation in New York city, where we will be

representing our country S.A and be trained by industry

professional under Tyler Perry Studios. When I am not

investing my time on my craft I spend most of my time In my

community empowering woman and young children with

leadership and business skills.

Kholofelo (Photo left)

Kholofelo Machaka is a 22 year old multi-disciplinary freelance

performer. She is a third year student who is currently on her

way to complete her degree in Professional acting for Camera

and Theatre performance at Cityvarsity: Media school of

Arts(Braamfontein). Kholofelo is a model, actress as well as a

dancer. Kholofelo was part of a festival called Africa Arts which

took place at The Wits Main Theatre in 2019.

She enjoys vloging more especially if she’s doing something

interesting for the first time in her life, she believes in capturing

every beautiful first time moment in a form of a video.She

inspires to be a face that justifies that success is about being

happy about what you do and where you are, not settling for

whatever because it brings food to the table. She wants her

story to change people’s perspective on how they view the

Arts. Kholofelo is currently creating content and making her

name by being a monologue Youtuber.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Angel (Photo left)

Angel Ditshebo Pooe(born 15 April 1988 in the North West

Province Rusternburg , South Africa) is a South African

actor of Tswana origin.

Ditshebo is a name given by her Father Andrew Pooe,

named her after his countless secret prayers with God(

Ditshebo tsa lekunutu le Morena) Although she had acted

before in plays, Such as “Intuition” As a Lead character

and received Standing ovations in Grahamstown Arts

Festival and local theatres Her most recent role is on the

South African telenovela, The Queen as Shaka Khoza’s

Side Chick and The River as Lerato.

Occupation: Actress

Years of Active : 2008-current

Languages: English, Tswana, Basic Afrikaans

TELEVISION:

The River Muvhango The Queen

THEATER:

Intuition (Lead)

The Journey(Narrator)

TRAINING:

Cameo Extra Support

Directed by Douglas Tsimane Directed By Mighty

Mokgatle

Mmabana Mmabatho Arts and Culture

Modelling , MC, Motivational Speaker, Voice Over

Theatre Classes

Acting Workshop (Scene Study)Mmabana Lehurutshe

SPECIAL SKILLS:

Modelling , MC, Motivational Speaker, Voice Over Fitness

Model

Bertha (Photo right)

Photographers: Hannes (Danzfuss Photography) &

Jaqueline Schwarz

Make-up Artist: Rehaldo Cosmetics

Dressed By : Raydon Borchards

My name is Bertha Dunn; I am 57years of age. A mother of

two adult children 36years and 30years respectively. And a

grandmother of two grandkids. I am a fun loving, God

Fearing person, who has a zeal and passion for life, healthy

living and painting.

I pride myself on being an energetic and fun going person,

who always has mutual respect for people from all walks of

life. In the next few years, my goal is to show what I am

capable of, expand my creativity and not to be afraid to

venture out of my comfort zone.

I originated from Durban Kwa Zulu Natal. I relocated to

Pretoria / Johannesburg in 1996. Have had the opportunity

to travel the world as a diplomat.

I currently run a successful Mobile Massage Studio. It is my

dream and aspiration to become a renown well-known

over 50 matured high fashion model. Recently, I have had

the opportunity to audition at the International Arts Talent

showcase, which was held in Johannesburg, in the

categories Drama and Modelling. I have been selected to

represent South Africa at the International Modelling Talent

Show Case (IMTA) in New York in 2021.

Within a short space of my career the following has been

accomplished: A feature in a TV commercial for one of the

biggest online shopping platforms in South Africa, that

being Superbalist, National TV Soapie, National TV

commercial, as well as a renowned magazine

advertisement for Bruidsgids and Widget. Recently

confirmed for a feature in an Old Mutual Commercial.

I believe that in the short time that I have been part of 33

and me Talent Agency; with all their support, I developed

a new level of confidence in myself, to push boundaries

and reach new heights which I never thought were

possible

Janco (Photo left)

Modelling School: Younique Modelling Academy

Casting Agency: 33 and me Talent Agency

My journey started with Younique Modelling Academy in

2019 and its been an amazing journey so far.

I am loving every moment of what I do and I feel I am a

hard worker, ambitious and driven to succeed and will not

miss an opportunity for a photoshoot or to represent my

Model Academy and Talent Agency at a pageant or

competition. Fashion and commercial modelling are some

of my favourites. I always love to dress up and look good,

whether I am at school, in the public, I always want to look

great and presentable.

Since I started doing pageants and competitions, I have

won a few titles which I am very proud of. One was at the

pageant Mr. Miss & Mrs Gauteng where I won Face of

Gauteng 2019.

My dream is to be a success in the modelling and acting

industry on a national and international level. Aim high,

work hard and the rest will follow.

I was born to make a difference.

I just participated in a historic virtual International ARTS

Talent Showcase and was scouted by: Joey Hunter IMTA

Board member and former President of Ford Models for

the last 30 years, A&R of Americas Got Talent Mr Nate

Butler, Blaze Johnson from The Voice America, Tyler Perry

Studios Casting Director Rhavynn Drummer and The New

York Film Academy to go to America and represent the

African continent at the largest model and talent

convention in New York City.

I am an active young teenager and love all kind of sports

like Hockey, Archery and Jukskei.

My hobbies include swimming, modelling, going to the

movies and go-karting.

Follow my journey on

Instagram: janco_blignaut

Facebook: janco.blignaut.18

Amogelang (Photo left)

I am Amogelang Pearl Moila, I’m an 18 year old

accounting science student at the university of

the Witwatersrand from Johannesburg. I am so

passionate about modeling and acting.

I went to modeling school for two
years and I am a versatile person
who loves fashion, make up and
traveling and would love to own a
modeling school one day.

Asandiswa (Photo left)

Asandiswa Sotyato born 06 May 1993 age

(27) at Eastern cape in a small town

called Engcobo.

Parents Siza Sotyato and Nombeko

Sotyato. She's the first born in the family

and she's blessed by one Boy. She's also in

Acting and Modeling.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Andrea (Photo left)

Andrea was born on the 24th of April 2000 to former-

Yugoslavian parents who both originated from Bosnia and

Hercegovina. She is fluent in both English and Bosnian. She

was born in South Africa and grew up here being a

Bosnian-South African citizen.

She is currently studying BA law and hoping to succeed in

her studies as well as her acting and singing. She always

had dreams and plans with acting as it was something

that inspired her from a young age and inspired her to

pursue acting throughout her teen years and now early

20s.

She hopes to learn a lot from the upcoming experiences

and opportunities she will gain and hopes to make it big

with acting being the main priority.

She does, however, love to sing and has also wanted to

work on her singing by making her own music one day

performing under a stage name to allow for her to feel

diverse in all aspects of the arts and to have fun.

She hopes for big things to come in the future and cannot

wait to work hard for it and meet new people, gain new

friends, and finally live a life she’s wanted and could see

herself doing for the longest time.

Kirsten (Photo left)

My name is Kirsten de Klerk, I am a 19 year old

fashion student from Pretoria. I currently reside

in Johannesburg to pursue my studies at

Villioti Fashion Institute.

I started taking drama as a subject in high

school, at Hoërskool Waterkloof, to boost my

confidence especially on stage as I am a

dancer, but I never thought that after school I

would be able to perform in front of an

international judging panel.

I have an absolute passion for the arts and

being able to pursue my craft again has

brought me an incredible amount of joy,

even in these trying times.

Ayanda (Photo right)

EXPERIENCE

• MARCH 2019- MAY 2019

• FIGURES

• Figures Boksburg modeling agency

AUGUST 2019 – SEPTEMBER 2020

• MISS TEEN BOKSBURG

• Crowned Miss Teen Boksburg 2019,

won best catwalk, best dressed, best

charity work.

OCTOBER 2020

• CALLBACK

• Modelling call back for the arts

showcase and won overall

commercial model.

NOVEMBER 2020

• NATIVE CHLID.CO

• Ambassador with Native Child. Co,

which is a natural hair product

company.

EDUCATION

• CURRENTLY HIGH SCHOOL

• Grade 9

HOBBIES

• photography

• ·skateboarding

• public speaking

• netball

• tennis

• eisteddfod

Tekayha (Photo left)

Tekayha Sukuram is an 18 year old actress,

model and dancer who dances both Hip Hop

and Bollywood. She has been dancing and

performing on stage for the past 13 years,

and has been a lead dancer in multiple sold

out shows and dance productions in KwaZulu-

Natal. Tekayha is also a Bachelor of

Commerce in Accounting (BCom

Accounting) student and has booked a

Vodacom commercial.

She has been chosen by international talent

scouts and judges to represent South Africa,

in terms of acting, modelling and dancing, at

the world's largest talent convention, IMTA, in

New York City in July 2021.

Gizelle (Photo left)

My name is Gizelle Yvé Mosadipula Tamboer. When it is

put together it means, “The lady who came with the rain

signed the first pledge for peace”. I am from Douglas a

small town which is known for the Confluence of the rivers

Vaal and Oranje, am currently residing in Welkom. I am

14 years old and in grade 8. My hobbies are playing

chess and l also love watching DIY's on YouTube and to

try it put. I recently started playing tennis and I also do

Irish dancing in my free time. When I grow up, I would

want to study towards becoming an architect.

I have started doing modelling from the age of 9 years.

Initially I started doing it as a means to overcome my

shyness and my inability to do speeches in front of my

classmates and my teachers. It however soon become

my little piece of heaven. And nowadays I even call it my

happy place. Modelling also started giving me a platform

to help others as I started giving cupcakes to kids in

schools who are not fortunate enough to celebrate their

birthdays with a cake.

It also gave me the opportunity to represent my

hometown on provincial level and last year I got the

chance to represent Douglas on National level and I was

honoured to receive the Miss Mini Teen 2nd Princess 2019

title and also the Miss Mini Teen Globe 2019 title. I have

also realised that modelling started giving me a solid

platform to remind my peers that even if one is born into

less fortunate families and from a fair disadvantage

community, it doesn't need to narrow down your dreams

to the ordinary.

And even when things are financially and emotionally

tough at times you could still achieve extraordinary

results. And the most important lesson that I would love to

convey to the youth within Douglas and the surrounding

areas, is that you can define and guide your destiny only

through hard work.

My moto and words of self-inspiration is
that, “Great things never come from
comfort zones”

Sbusiso (Photo left)

Sbusiso Maswana, born in Eastern Cape in a small village

called Peddie born in the year of 1996, October 10th.

Currently I reside in Gauteng,Johannesburg.

Professionally I am record producer, sound engineer and

model recently signed to 33 and Me talent agency. These

are only a few of my occupations as I wish to extend as I

grow. I'm highly motivated to be a film producer, fashion

brand owner and equity owner of places like Mnet.

I'm 5'5 tall, chest and waist size of 28 with the finishing of size

6 in shoes.

I'm very much into everything helps one to be better than 2

minutes ago which is why I make sure I raise awareness and

an activist when it comes to Mental Health. I believe one

should always take care of they mind it's the strongest

muscle we have, that constantly need work since we face

trauma from our childhood or from an incident we see in the

street by walking by. Trauma has no graded score it's

affecting to kids and adults.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Sijabulisiwe  (Photo left)

“Modeling it is not just beauty and smile, it takes boldness

and style”

Sijabulisiwe Tshabalala. I am a an aspiring 157cm

commercial model and actor awaiting to step into the

industry with my professionalism and ability to take

direction.

I fell in love with being behind the camera with a huge

passion for creating content. I mainly shoot fashion,

swimwear and sports but I also enjoy creative projects like

body paint or dress up.

Managing to walk in pageants in high school and assist

photographers showcase their work.

I am currently modeling for 33 and Me Model Agency and

help out with individual photographers. I enjoy working

with photographers that have a creative approach and I

always bring my energy and creativity for modeling to

every project I will work on.

Authenticity is what I would love root into the industry

because "A rose can never be a sunflower and a

sunflower can never be a rose. All flowers are beautiful in

their own way"

Boleng (Photo right)

My name is Boleng Manamela, aka BlingBoy. I

am 7 years old. I live with my parents and two

siblings in Pretoria. I am currently in Grade 2 in

Waterkloof primary school. I am passionate

about a lot of things. I am always thinking of

what to do, build or create (like building a fast

car that does not use fuel/diesel). I have ideas

bigger than a 12-year-old. I love acting and

dancing.

I enjoy watching “Total drama action”. I am

currently learning how to play a guitar and

hope to play a beautiful song one day. I got

selected to go to America to represent South

Africa at the world’s largest talent convention

in New York City on Modeling and Acting.

Loyola (Photo right)

I played an extra as a Professional

golf player in a South African movie

“Kalgat Karel".

Joined Drama society at the age of 8

in Soweto where we would perform in

and around Soweto and once did an

appearance on SABC 2 Dube.

Did Drama as an extra
mural activity in High
school even performed in
Joburg Market theatre.

Joined Drama Society in University

(NMU).

Oratile (Photo left)

My name is Oratile Manamela and I am a 16 year old

girl who is very passionate about acting and I may say

dancing when I do it in my room. I am a very

adventurous person who is not afraid to do anything. I

am currently in Grade 11 in a high school in Pretoria.

The qualities I have range from kindness to respect and

honesty which I had learnt from the 16 years of being

alive. I am a sporty young girl, I play basketball at

school and I can play any sport as long as I put my

mind into it.

Some may say I am wise in terms of motivating people

to do their best, fighting for what is right and never

judging or treating people differently because of their

social status or class or even their race and culture.

I strongly believe that whatever I do
right today is a reflection of who I am

going to be in the next 10 years. I got
selected to go to America to represent
South Africa at the world’s largest talent
convention in New York City on
Modeling and Acting.

Lindiwe (Photo left)

Gauteng based singer, model, dancer and

actress, Lindiwe Dunjwa, has been passionate

about the performing arts since she started

dancing at the age of 8.

She has used her skills to grace several stages

and her voice to do public speaking events,

model United Nations conferences and she

blossomed into a quality singer at the

Waterfront Theatre School in Cape Town,

where she received intensive training in all her

skills.

Her aim is to use her skills et to bring more

quality and sustainable exposure for the

African creative industry.

Boipelo (Photo left)

Boipelo Motshabi is a 22 year old

Software Developer who has a passion

for modelling, acting and entertainment.

I am also passionate about giving back

to the community because I believe in

living a life of service.

In my spare time I enjoy reading novels

and psychology books and watching

comedy series.

I would like to feature in fashion

modelling, TV commercials and

hopefully get a lead role in a local

soapie one day.

Molefe (Photo left)

My name is Molefe Mashiane. I am an aspiring commercial

model, actor, and voice- over actor. I pride myself in

breaking my comfort zones and that was one of many

reasons that inspired me to pursuit a place in the industry.

I’ve done a few campaigns with one of
South Africa’s leading outlets, Studio88 –
namely their Adidas #IamOriginal88
campaign, their Puma Black Friday sale,
and their Black Friday promotional video.

My goal within the next couple of years is to break more

barriers in the industry whilst also smashing my own goals –

be it fitness wise, academically, mentally, emotionally,

relationally, and most importantly, spiritually.

I have high hopes and beliefs in the direction that the

media, film & television, and modelling industry in South

Africa is in heading in – and I’m adamantly confident that

through my hard work, commitment, and hunger for

knowledge and experience, I will successfully solidify my

position in the film and television and modelling industry.

Remember the name.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Adam (Photo left)

Formally trained, Adam Kagiso Msiza has attended

courses with The Open Window campus & Actors

agency Sans Group where He learned not only about

being in front of the camera but also being Behind-the-

scenes where the real magic happens.

Having attended the inner workings workshops at The

Open Window campus, He learned the basics of

Camera operation, Camera shots & basics in

videography & editing. Adam has also attended classes

with Actors Agency Sans Group which specializes in

acting & dance classes.

In 2018 & 2019, He participated in a competition known

as The Good Story 48hr Film challenge, a challenge

which a crew is assembled & the compete against other

production crews to write, film, edit & score a film within

48 hours, these can be found on YouTube.

Andiswa (Photo left)

I am Andiswa Magopheni aged

21, I was born and bred in

Eastern Cape in a small town

Matatiele. I attended primary at

Mangolong JSS and high school

was in Mariazell.

I'm still studying at the university

of Johannesburg, studying

towards a degree in Public

management and

governance.

Goals: I want to be an

inspiration to many, be a good

model/actor. And excel in my

academics. What motivates me

is to always appreciate the day

as it comes.

Boleng (Photo right)

My name is Koketso Rampedi , I am a 15 year old that is signed

into 33 and Me Talent Agency as a Model.

I discovered my passion for modelling at a young age and

ever since then this passion has been growing. I used wear my

mothers clothes and shoes and model around the house, that

is when she realised that I have a passion for modelling and

signed me into Figures Modelling Agency in Alberton at the

age of 5 in 2010. I then won the Figures pageant.

Besides Modelling my passions are Dancing (but just for fun),

Cooking, Helping others and wanting to learn new stuff

everyday. The qualities I like about myself is that I am open

minded ,I work hard and I never stop chasing my dreams.

My mission in life is bigger than me. The tools that push me to

want to be successful is firstly to see my goals ,understand the

obstacles, I then have to create a positive mentality, clear my

mind of self-doubt, embrace the challenge, always stay on

track and show the world that I can do it.

Oratile (Photo left)

Ongeziwe Fuzile Is a young man from Willowvale in the

Eastern Cape. The 27 year old male model currently resides

in Westonaria West of Johannesburg. He completed his

matric in 2012 Then moved to Western Cape to study

Marketing at Northlink College then completed N6 in 2015

Ongeziwe grew love for modeling at a very young age. He

then started following his dream by entering a local pageant

in his home town and started winning prises. After

completing his studies in 2015 he decided to focus in

modeling and acting career. In 2016 I got a chance to go

and be part of a fashion show in Carltonville . The 2017 He

entered Mr Goodwill SA where he was crowned as King.

Throughout the competition he made a community work

and help children at the Drop in Centre.

The Donated 150 pairs of socks to children in need of Tsakani

Primary school in the West Rand. In 2018 he got a chance to

go to a modeling academy in Johannesburg . He also made

few appearances on Rhythm City as an extra and on skeem

saam.

He then started to motivate other young people. He made a

lot of shoots and even showcased at the Hustler's awards in

2018. He was also nominated as the Best Model of the year

At the Hustlers Awards. Then in 2019 entered Top model SA

but only made it to the early stages and never made it to

the semi finals.

Ongeziwe Fuzile is a young good hearted individual who

speaks his mind and motivate others to do good in life.

Facebook : Ongeziwe Prince Fuzile

IG:ongeziwe_fuzile

Lindiwe (Photo left)

I am passionate about my work

because I love what I do. I have a

steady source of motivation that

drives me to do my best. This passion

led me to challenge myself daily

and learn new skills.

I am a natural leader. I've eventually

been promoted to a leadership role

in almost every job because I like to

help people. I'm an excellent

communicator. I pride myself on

making sure that people have the

right information because it drives

better results .

Thandiwe (Photo left)

I am Thandiwe Kilo and for the past few years, have

worked as a photo and a fashion model. I'm very

affectionate about singing and acting, and I love

being in front of the camera. I mostly shoot fashion

and swimwear photos. I also enjoy working on

creative projects like art and body painting or dress

up. I'm currently signed under 33 And Me Talent

Agency but do work with other individual

photographers.

I'm based in Johannesburg, but available to travel

other parts of country, or world even. I'm 5'9 tall,

which makes me a good model for fashion shows,

swimwear and lingerie photos. I carry my affection

and energy for modeling to every project I work.

Sydwell (Photo left)

After years of uncertainty and fear i decided to satisfy my

heart and follow my dreams. My name is Sydwell Malau. I

am 20 years of age. Brown skin, black hair, 6 feet tall young

man from Limpopo. I am man of many talents. Very vocal

and vibrant young man. Not living up to my full potential is

my biggest fear.

Singing, acting and fashion is where my heart is. From a very

early age I've been a very active kid. In school I participated

in almost everything choir, sports, debates and dramas. As

talented as a person can be, there has to be that one thing

they love above all their talents. Which for me is making TV.

As fresh as i am and still young entering the entertainment

industry. I am not well experienced so there is still fear in my

heart, and uncertainty but I will overcome. In the years to

come in all the projects I will be working on. I hope to learn,

develop and grow. I have to push myself to be the best that

I can.

I wish to share my talents not only within the borders of south

Africa but with the world. Work with the amazing people I

grew up watching on Television. Having to meet the gurus of

the industry both nationally and internationally. I am really

looking forward to what the future holds for me.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency



Andiswa (Photo left)

She speaks , they stare and listen that's where her

uniqueness comes. Her name is Lebogang Lorraine Maleleka

a 20 years old student from Klerksdorp. Studying towards

here degree in Bachelor of Administration with Human

resource management at the NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY.

She started doing modeling and drama when she was

13years old in high school. She always had a passion of

giving back to the community , now she is currently holding

a title as Miss Klerksdorp and Miss Teen North West (1st

princess).

She worked with local photographers , to promote their work

on social media. That is where she gained experience for

photography modeling. I was inspired by the ladies i used to

see on the magazines. Her dad had a camera when she

was young she loved taking pictures. It had always been her

dream to be on billboards, magazines, newspapers, tv and

products. She believes that everyone is beautiful in their own

way therefore we should embrace our beauty.

She recently signed with 33 & me talent agency. Looking

forward to be a successful commercial model and actress.

She is an activist advocating for mining affected

communities, seeking to strengthen people living with

poverty. To build their determination , self confidence and

educate the community about their rights.

She aspire to be the next labour relation officer with the aim

of creating framework between employers and employees.

To become the voice of the voiceless employees.

She is a leader, problem solver ,a hard worker, a team player

and very ambitious. A go getter , for her it's either go big or

go home.

Be you, do you , for you that's her motto

She is training for radio internet and theater.
The upcoming radio presenter and voice
over artist. She is still young and believes
that some of her talents or interests she will
discover them along the way.

Reabetswe (Photo right)

Reabetswe Selepe, 10 months,

black hair brown eyes energetic,

shy but playful, enjoys music

This is Reabetswe Selepe, 11 months

old she is the last born of 4, she

loves playing and enjoys running

around in her wheel.

She is a daddy's girl. She loves music

and dancing, she enjoys adverts

and at just 11 months she has her

favorite adverts on tv, every time

when the adverts plays she focuses,

smile and dance to them.

Models: 33 and me Talent Agency

33 and Me under the leadership of Industry professional Elsubie Verlinden has one goal in 

mind. That is to help all South Africans make their dreams a living reality. As we manage a 

diverse group of talent including, Actors, Models, Singers and Dancers we strive to 

empower and educate all of our Artists, ensuring that the talent sent to our clients is of a 

high quality and standard as we believe that quality counts over quantity.

http://www.33andmetalentagency.co.za/

management@33andme.co.za

Danielle (Photo right)

Photo credit: Danzfuzz Photography

Instagram: @x_its_me_biela_x

Facebook: Danielle biela

My plan for this month is to attend a Model

boot camp that my Agency (33 and me talent

agency) is hosting , this is were we get training

before we head of to IMTA it is the largest

model and talent convention in the world

(international model & talent association) they

are based in New York City and I'm heading off

to NYC in July.

I'm really excited for my journey
ahead!

Chiquita (Photo left)

I am Chiquita van Rooyen and 16 years of age. I am currently

building my modeling career. I was nominated the overall

female fashion model and was sent through to perform infront

of international judges at the IMTA auditions where

I received my call-back to go to New York in July 2021. With

help from my modeling agency and amazing scout from 33

and Me I was able to start making my dreams reality.

I am available for photoshoots in Gauteng, but available to

travel to other destinations. I am tall with a length of 1M and

75CM. I have long brown hair and green eye's. I have a light

white skin.

I enjoy working with photographers and
agencies that have a creative approach. I

bring my energy and passion for modeling
to every project I work on.

Tumisang (Photo right)

I’m Tumisang Nyaba-Nyaba born and raised in Bloemfontein,

South Africa. I’m a commercial model with a passion for

fashion and beauty I also wouldn’t mind acting here and

there being behind the camera excites me that’s where I feel

most at home.

I model mainly for fashion, face and lingerie but enjoy

occasional creative projects like body paint and hand

modelling. I’m currently modelling for 33andMeTalent

Agency.

I have rich African 4C hair, caramel in shade with dark brown

eyes making it a perfect combination for plus size lingerie

model. I tend to not talk about what I can do a lot but rather

let it be seen.

I have a gracious presence so much so that I don’t have to

say a word when entering a room as my presence will

already be felt. My confidence is also my greatest weapon. I

enjoy modelling and everything that comes along with it

being behind the camera fills me up with so much joy. I bring

energy and passion to every modelling project I have.



Photographer Anne-Marie Scheepers
I am Anne-Marie, photographer at For the Love of it. I am 51

years old and only started full time photography 18 months

ago. (June 2019) My love for photography started with wildlife

photography. I worked for SAPS for 24 years and resigned in

2012 to work at my church. One day the Reverend asked me

what my passion in life is and I told him photography.

That made me decide to truly live my
passion and started following courses and
after a while I build a studio and just go for it.

More about my work:

I love doing new born shoots but in general I do any kind of

photography. From launches of new businesses to Corporate

shoots, family shoots, matric farewells, Modelling portfolios and

many more.

The new born photoshoots are one of my
favourites because you can really go way
beyond creative with that. Truly an artwork
these days.

I love working in studio but I must say, a nice open veld with

trees are truly amazing and during “golden hour” you just get

the most amazing photos.

Then, I also love to do macro photography. I just love to see

the fine detail of insects and flowers. When doing macro

photography, there is no way that you can not believe that

there is a God that created all of that.

www.facebook.com/AnneMarieScheepersPhotography

annemariescheepers@yahoo.com

Photographer Clareace Berry
My name is Clareace Berry, I am 23years old photographer,

based in Pretoria. I have always wanted to do photography

as a career. It has always been a dream until I made it a

reality in 2016 when I finished my studies at Shaw Academy.

I see photography as a form of art. I use the
skills I have to show people a different point
of view to what they see.

My style: I have different types of photography styles like,

Candid photography, Landscape, Nature Photography,

Photojournalism, Street photography, Fashion, etc. I love

doing different styles of photography. I learn more and more

from different types of styles.

Cell: 0812845774 Email: memoriesiaf@gmail.com

https://memoriesinaframe.wixsite.com/memoriesiaf

https://www.facebook.com/Memoriesiaf

https://www.instagram.com/memoriesiaf/



Mozzi MUA - Minette Kleynhans
Glamour Workshop with Photographer Hannses Spookels

Photographer Dwayne Nelson
I am a Business Improvement Managing

Member in Pretoria, Gauteng. I do

photography part time which has become

more and more the spotlight in my career. I

decided to join in on the fun of modelling.

My goals for this year would be to focus on

being psychologically stronger, there’s a lot

of rejection, even at this stage in my career,

you have to accept that you’re either right

for a job or not, and that the whole process is

just a matter of someone’s opinion.

I wish to accomplish one thing in 2021 due to

the circumstances we live in, to have more

faith, a deep belief in meaning and purpose

greater than myself, so for this year, growing

faith and becoming the man God created

me to be.

https://poetryphotography.webnode.com

Instagram: @mypoetryphotography

poetryphotography@outlook.com

I’m a passionate and enthusiastic makeup artist with

a diploma in makeup artistry! I’m here to assist you in

looking your absolute best on any special day! Mozzi

Makeup Artist is my passion that I have the

opportunity to pursue outside of my regular 9 to 5

career.

It gives me freedom to express and live through

makeup where I can be creative in other ways and it

is extremely satisfying seeing your clients happy with

what you created especially the beauty that was

already there to begin with. I started my professional

makeup career in 2017 after completing a Diploma

in makeup through Makeup Stars.

There I learned the necessary techniques and how to

apply makeup correctly and not as I was doing as I

was self-thought. After completing the course I

decided to start up my company and that is how

Mozzi Makeup Artist came to life.

I truly believe every woman should feel as beautiful

as they truly are and if I can assist in making this

happen I have fulfilled my goal. Being creative

during photoshoots and thinking out of the box

provides me with new challenges and forces me to

up my skills as a makeup artist in a fast pace industry.

I love challenges and creating new and different

looks using different style and techniques.

Contact details: 

Basson Rd 0157 Pretoria, South Africa
072 665 5350

minette@mozzimua.co.za

@Minette Kleynhans-Steyn
@Mozzi Makeup Artist

@MozziMUA · Artist



Franscois Britton Designs
Port Elizabeth based fashion designer, specializing in bridal and evening wear couture.

Ruby Models White River
“Like the precious ruby stone that signifies power and

success“. Ruby Models is a Modelling Academy that

aims to provide new and aspiring models with skills

that they need to succeed in the industry.

Encouraging models to embrace their uniqueness

and become the very best version of themselves we

are an academy that embraces all shapes, sizes and

backgrounds.

Whether you want to become a professional model

or you just want to learn new skills and build your

confidence, you will benefit from our coaching and

interactive training. We develop models self-esteem,

build on personal development and other

fundamental life skills. Based in White River,

Mpumalanga we accept males and females from

the ages 7 years.

Contact number: +27 83 386 1114 /+27 73 900 4861

Email address: info@rubymodels.co.za

Instagram: @rubymodels_academy

Facebook: Ruby Models

Website: www.rubymodels.co.za

The greatest reward for me is to make a lady feel her

most beautiful. We are one of the only design houses

in Port Elizabeth where you can get everything done

under one roof to get ready for your big day! From

head to toe. We at Beauty Couture specialize in

styling of your hair, makeup, facials, nails, permanent

makeup, shoes, jewellery and most important your

dream dress custom designed and made just for you.

Say something about your background?

I'm a self thought fashion designer. Everything I know

about fashion designing, pattern making and

constructing a garment I have thought myself.

When did you first realize you wanted to pursue a

career as a designer?

I was in primary school. In the back pages of the YOU

magazine, I saw Liz Hurley in the famous safety pin

dress by Gianni Versace. That was the moment that I

knew... this is what I want to do.

Are you self-taught or did you study fashion design?

My late grandmother Lenie showed me what to do

and taught me the basic lines of clothes making

when I was in primary school. The rest of constructing

an evening gown I thought myself.

What is your favorite part about being a designer?

My favorite part is seeing the final product and the

clients pure joy when they feel their utmost beautiful

in the garment. Its priceless.

How would you describe your personal style?

My personal style is my own. I don't

follow trends. I'm not a follower. I try
and aspire to be a leader.

Does your approach differ when designing menswear

compared to womenswear?

Yes definitely. With women's wear you can broaden

the horizon, be super creative and have endless

imaginative creativity.

How do you stay up to date regarding fashion?

I don't follow fashion trends. I try to do timeless classic

bespoke pieces. Inspiration from the 1940's and 1950's

which will NEVER go out of style.

Where do you see yourself in the next 10 years?

International! That is my biggest dream. That is one

thing I will NEVER give up on.

What role do you think social media plays in fashion

today?

It currently plays the BIGGEST role! My business

wouldn't have been today if it was not for social

media platforms. Everyone globally live and breathe

social media. Its is currently the best way to expand

and promote your label and brand.

Contact details

Franscois Britton Designs - Beauty Couture

401 Cape road, Cotswold , Port Elizabeth

Cell: 076 243 2409

www.fbrittondesigns.co.za

https://instagram.com/franscoisbrittondesigns

https://instagram.com/beautycouturepe

Facebook: franscois britton designs



Photographer Jaco Meintjes

Photographer Leandri Jansen
My name is Leandri Jansen, I am the face behind

Leandri Jansen Photography. I am based in

Klerksdorp, North West. I am a full time photographer.

I have been into Photography for 2 years now, I shoot

with a Nikon and just love my 50mm lens - I love

capturing heartfelt moments and special occasions.

My mission is to document memories and stories of

magical personal events.

My favourite thing about being a photographer is

that I get to document a part of peoples lives or a

memory they can cherish a lifetime. It makes me so

happy to be part of special moments. I am in the

proses of taking on a new hobby, videography.

My favourite quote would definitely have to be

"If life were predictable it would cease to be life, and

be without flavor."

My advice would be - The only person to compare

against is your own past work and understand natural

light, it could be your best friend or worst nightmare...

My Facebook page is linked under

Leandri Jansen Photography 

LeandriJ95@gmail.com

076 109 3629

Jaco Meintjes, Born in Pretoria in 1974, South Africa. I am a part-time

Photographer specializing in Children’s Parties, Model Concept work,

and Portraiture, raised in Pretoria, currently living in Valhalla. Although

studio work is my passion, meeting new people and having new

locations to shoot at is wonderful. I am happiest when I have my

camera with me.

The photo that was selected to feature is from a collaboration with

myself and my daughter Jianicia. We wanted to do a Harley Quinn

based on the ‘Arkham Knight’ game. The results were astonishing as

she (Jianicia) is such a rock star.

My goals for 2021 is to start a portal where models can reach out to

grow their portfolios. Once a model has signed up he/she will receive

one free Concept shoot. There will be some terms and conditions, but

that is the idea. One of my other goals is to be more active on Social

media as it can be a great marketing and networking platform.

You’re In My Shot

Facebook Page: https://web.facebook.com/Youre-In-My-Shot-

Photography-1921101398149448

Instagram handle: @youreinmyshot_za

Webpage: www.youreinmyshot.co.za

Trained by Andries Du Preez
Marking more than 20years experience in the

pageant / modelling and performing industry.

Andries (Current Mr MMI South Africa, Model,

Presenter ,Philanthropist and Performer) obtained

his national and international diploma in theory

of Modelling and Pageantry teaching and

judging attended many upskilling courses and is

available for private coaching in the following

aspects:

Performing Arts, Pageantry /
Modelling/ Interviews / Public
Speaking / TV & Radio Presenting.

Preparation Workshops, Judges courses is a

specialty of Andries.

The following pageants is owned and organized

by Andries Du Preez

• Miss & Mrs. Sky Nations

• Miss & Mrs. Republic of Azania

• Miss & Mrs. Continent Queen de Afrique

• Miss & Mrs. Middelburg

• Miss & Mrs. Witbank

• Miss & Mrs. Nkangala

• Face of Mpumalanga Tourism

• C@twalk Model of the Year

• Miss & Mrs Legs South Africa

• Missy Tinkerbelle RSA

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/An3sevents

072 248 9424

Credits: Photo Franz Viljoen
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Photo Credit: Melanie de la Hunt Photography

Make-up & Hair: Anja McGregor



Luzaan (Photo left)

Luzaan is a Model Coach and Pageant Director at

Diamond International in Namibia. She started Modeling

at the tender age of 3 and completed her Junior

Teachers Diploma at 15 years old. From there on she

continued all her Modeling and Teachers Courses and

now runs a successful Modeling Agency in Namibia for

the past 16 years.

She has a passion working with young, teen and Adults

helping them to gain self confidence and to develop into

the absolute best version of themselves. She loves to see

how each individual develops into a positive, self

confident sophisticated Model.

She loves Charity Projects specially with the Disable

people and is the founder and Director of the Mr & Miss

Ability to bring awareness to Namibia that Disable People

are beautiful and are very much able to participate in

Beauty Pageants.

Luzaan is a passionate model coach giving more than

100% to her Models and striving to maintain the high

standard of honesty and integrity of her Modeling &

Pageantry. She is also a Photographer and loves to

capture the beautiful moments through the lens.

She is also the Africa Continental Director and Namibia

National Director for Pure International Pageants. Luzaan

aspires to make a lasting impact in each and every

Model that she gets the honor to work/train with.

Kalli (Photo bottom)

Photo Credit: KF Productions

Fashion: Urban Planet

Makeup: Focallure by Uvenux

(Lipstick)

Location: Toronto, On. Canada

I really enjoy doing what I do. It is

fun and natural for me to express

myself in a shot. It can be a lot of

work to prepare for a shoot, but in

the end it is sooo worth it for me!

But like with anything, sometimes it

can be hard to keep that drive ALL

the time. Especially during this

COVID pandemic; it can be hard

to keep going and believe in

yourself. What helps me the most

during this trying time is looking at

all the comments and feeling the

love from my family and friends!

They encourage me and give me

confidence to be successful! and

that's what I am trying to be!

To everyone I say: Keep fighting

and never stop trying to grab your

dreams!!! But stay safe and smart

while doing it! This will all be over

soon if we as a Planet look out for

each other!!

Latoya (Photo right)

Photographer: Diamond International

Location: Namibia

Agency: Diamond International

Latoya is a Model in Namibia at Diamond

International. She has completed all her

courses and will be starting with her Junior

Teachers Diploma next year.

She is also the Miss Teen Role Model Namibia

and has won numerous Pageants. She

believes in being happy all the time, to smile

and bring joy to all of us at the Agency.

She works extremely hard to achieve only the

best marks in all Graduations possible.

Ashley (Photo top)

Photographer: Diamond International

Ashley is a new face at Diamond International

and loves Photographic Modeling. She is a

awesome runway Model with a passion for

Modeling & Dancing.

Anri (Photo bottom)

Photo credit: Diamond Photography

Namibia

Anri is a Model at Diamond

International and currently completed

her Advance Course. She is also a

dancer and loves every second and

has a passion for modeling and

dancing.

She is the current pre Teen Role Model

International Namibia and will be

competing in Orlando in 2021.

Gert (Photo bottom)

Agency:  Diamond International 

Namibia

Photographer:  Luzaan

@Diamond Photography

Gert is a male Model at Diamond

International and has won

numerous medals at Namibia

Championships.

Abigail (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Melanie de la Hunt

Photography

Make up and Hair Credit: Anja

McGregor

My name is Abigail Louw, and I am 14

years old. I live in Swakopmund,

Namibia. Although, I have posed for

my mom for many photoshoots (she is

a photographer), I am new to

modelling, but absolutely love how I

can transform in front of a camera. I

also love acting in school dramas,

reading and listening to music.

Elden (Photo bottom right)

Photo Credit: Louise Oosthuyzen

Social Media: Andre Louise

Oosies/ Ely Jane Falcutila

It's such a wonderful feeling to be

chosen by your magazine! It is

indeed a great experience for

my son to be one of the chosen

model for your February issue.

For now, he is in his first grade and

because of this pandemic he is

home-schooling and activities

were sent by his teachers. And as

for this year we don't have plans

yet for here in the Philippines

we're still under quarantine and

children ages 14 and below were

not allowed to go outside.

So it's more on just wanting him to

learn at home and finish his 1st

grade. And as for his "modelling

side", it's really my niece's hobby

to take photos of Yago. Yago

loved to pose for her. And this

kind of activity somehow made

them enjoy this quarantine. And

if given a chance, Yago would

love to be a model and be an

inspiration to other children of his

age in the future.

We would be more thankful if

someone could coach him to

make him more confident and

good with this kind of career.

International Model Features
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